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Say Grace For Gramma
Bill McCann
It was a festive Thanksgiving at Gramma's this year-blood
ties
drawing the family together from all over the country for a yearly
reunion of good food, laughter, and nostalgic memories.
The twins were there-pear-shaped,
lemon-tongued,
Dess and
Bess-the
precocious pets of last generation, the scalding cr;ticc, of
this. With them were their husbands, Thurlo and Bill. N02l"V0U3,
lecherous Thurlo with his leering, corner-whisper
tales of shoebuying trips in St. Louis and his penchant for pinching the bottoms
of his newly-married
nieces. Bill, dour and reserved, staying in the
defensive shell afforded him by his defective (he claimed) hearing
<lid.
Balding, chunky Uncle Jake was there with a pint in each pocket,
Uncle Jake who had been drunk for twenty-three
years and was the
marvel of all the kids because he could sweat in even the C'nlr1"d
weather.
And there was Aunt Freda dragging in a harrassed Uncle John,
Aunt Freda, daughter of an embezzling banker, who wore her "culture" like an orchid for the world to admire.
And, of course, there was Gramma.
Most of the time she sat in
the corner saying nothing-just
sat and watched. her offspring enjoy
themselves.
The day had its official beginning when Uncle Fred "arrived from
California. Uncle Fred had run away with another woman twelve years
ago, leaving his wife and three boys. When he drove up, the twins
shrieked from the window, "He's here!
He's here!"
There was a
pause and the n they gasped in unison.
"Flossie's with him!"
1

Tile f'amiiy rushed to the window. Uncle Bill, whose hearing aid
seemed to have worked for once, was among the first. Only one
person passed up the first peek at the man who had brought his
common-law wife home for Thanksgiving.
And the one exception
didn't count; it was only Uncle Jake, taking advantage of the conIuaion to pu ll out one of his pints.
"She wouldn't come in!"
"Lor dy, she is coming in!"
"We ll, we won't speak to her."
"Vie wi ll, too. We're not going to have any choice."
"Freddie!
Flossie!
It's wonderful that you could come. How
have you been? Trow was the trip? My, you're looking fine."
There were kisses and back-slaps, hand-shakes and tears.
And
behind backs there were winks and grimaces.
And so the holiday was begun.
And Gramma sat back and
watched her oiIspring enjoy themselves.
"Well, all I can say is 'some nerve.' That's all I can say ... "
"... and so this one buyer says 'I know a couple cute numbers
but they drink like fish .. .' "
"Nope, Fred, first nip I've had this morning-with
this hand.
Haw Haw Haw ... "
"Reahlly, dcah, what gave you that idea? I think she's fright_
Iully-c-ah, shall I say raffish? ... "
And then it was time to eat. The family found seats around the
bloated table.
Uncle Thurlo reached for a plate.
And Gramma
stopped him. Quietly, she said, "Don't you think we should say
grace?"
Freda nudged her daughter. "Sylvia, you say grace for Gramma."
Sylvia blinked at her mother and lisped, "Aren't I thuppothed to
give thanksh for the reth of uth, too?"
Silence fell around the table like a shroud.
Heads whipped
around to stare at Sylvia.
Finally, Dess shrilled, "Freda, you are
raising the strangest child."
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The Miracle
George Fullen
Ed Wilson was a nice guy. He was my roommate during my
brief stay at State University.
We were both ex-servicemen,
but Ed
was much younger than I, or so it seemed to me even though he was
my junior by only two years.
I had never seen a more confused young man than Ed. He had
every neurosis and psychosis that we were studying in psychology
classes, and he was very interesting to the small group which met in
our room as a walking case history of a schizoprenic, manic depressive, parunoiuc and a good many other things I have since forgotten.
As closely as we could diagnose the case, he had everything
but
delusions of grandeur. And we felt that his case, as well as an other
we might have been considering at the time, was rooted in Freudian
psychology. We were all much impressed with the complexity of
simple urges.
I was very concerned about Ed because I knew, better than any
of the bull session gang who did not have to live with him, how real
and important his problem was. None of us was finding it particularly
easy to fit ourselves back into civilian life, and Ed was completely
unsettled because his civilian life was one of bickering parents and
too many brothers and sisters, none of whom seemed to have been
wanted, Ed, who was the youngest, least of all.
One Monday morning, after both of us had been home for the
week-end, Ed announced: "I'll never go back home again. My old man
raised hell all week-end."
"What about?" I asked.
"Everything,"
Ed replied, "especially my mother. He raises hell
with her all the time. He raises hell just for the pleasure of it. He
expects her to know what he wants before he knows himself, and
jump when be yells."
Ed was always worried about his mother. She WD.S the only
member of the family for whom he felt any real affection.
The rest
he characterized
as high class bums-high
class because they would
work. but bums nevertheless
because they respected nothing and
no one.
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"And my sister," Ed continued, spent her whole week-end telling me what a simpleton I am and wondering how I had been able to
stay in school this long."
I knew how much that remark must have hurt, for Ed was not
finding it easy to maintain his grades in school. I wondered why
people who had no ambitions themselves considered it so necessary
to work against those who did have.
"And she cussed my mother because she hadn't ironed a blouse
she wanted to wear."
"Can't your sister iron her own clothes?" I asked.
"She won't," Ed answered.
"They all think mother is a slave. I
wish I could get her away from there."
"She probably wouldn't leave," I said, not sure of why I thought
so, but I did.
Ed said no more, but that night he had a bad dream again. He
had not had one since I had thought it best to say something to hinl
about his talk of the war. All of us talked of the war, but none of
us desired to bring back the bad days. We preferred to recount the
funny incidents, the crazy characters we had known, the binges We
had been on, and the girls we had met briefly. Ed had been at the
front for three months, during the crucial Battle of the Bulge, and
that was what he could not shake from his mind, what he always
wanted to talk about.
I had told him, as kindly as I could, for I felt guilty about saying
anything at all, that we had all been in the war, that we had all done
what we were told to do, that some of us had done more than he
that some had done less, that I had known several Englishmen who
had been in every big battle from Dunkirk through the invasion of
Germany, but that we all wanted to forget the unpleasantness,
and
that he should do the same for his own peace of mind. His attitude
since that talk, had been much healthier, and his dreams about th~
war, always so violent that they awakened me, had become much less
frequent.
Ed wanted to have dates with the girls on the campus, but his
self-consciousness and lack of confidence were nowhere more obvious
than when one of them cornered him.
I asked him one day: "Didn't you meet any women overseas?"
"Sure!" he replied, and recounted his escapades, in great detail,
with the women of France.
"Well," I said, "what makes you feel so funny about American
girls? They're all pretty much alike."
"But American girls speak English," he replied and looked surprised when I collapsed from helpless laughter.
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It was too good to keep. I confided it to the gang at the next bull
session while Ed was out of the r'oom.
"What he needs is a girl to Inflate his ego," one of the psychologists said.
"Certainly!" said Bob Elliot who came from the same town I did.
"That's what I've been saying for a long time."
"But who?" I asked. I was willing to try anything that would
give him the self-esteem which he needed so badly.
Everyone was silent for a minute.
Then Elliot said, "I know! My
girl has a friend she wants me to fix up with a blind date for the
Pr0111."
"What does she look like?" someone asked.
"Just a girl," Elliot replied.
"No raving beauty.
No zombie
either."
"Fix it up," I said.
Several days later, Ed informed me that he had a blind date for
the Prom. I feigned surprise.
He had just met the girl that afternoon
for a coke with Bob and Bob's girl, Marcia. He was flushed and paced
nervously around our small reom.
"I'll bet she thinks I'm a big fool," he said, finally.
"Why?" I asked. "Did you pour a coke on her'!"
"No. Oh, no!" he said. "Nothing like that."
"Very sensible," I remarked. "Nothing would be the least foolish
thing you could do."
"Do you think she'll like me?" he asked.
"Sure! We like you; don't we?"
"But you're men."
"But we're also people," I replied, groping fer some straw to use
against such literal-mindedness,
"and she's people. She'll like you."
I said it emphatically,
but I was amazed when he looked so
relieved.
I wondered why he should take my word for it.
"I'll have to buy a suit," he said.
"Don't you have one'!" I asked.
"No," he replied. "I've never had a suit."
"Never had a suit'?" I said. incredulously.
"Never," he repeated.
Every new bit of information concerning his past showed more
clearly why he was as he was. It had been so many years since I had
had my first suit that I had no idea how old I was at the time it was
purchased for me by my not overly indulgent parents.
A few days later, he returned from town with a new suit. It was
a beautiful suit, and he had paid much too much for it. But, I thought,
it would take a very fine suit to make up for those which I had dis-
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covered that he had wanted and had not had. He had not had one
when he wanted to go to a high school dance; he had not had om,
when his grandmother died; he had been the only person graduated
from his high school wearing a sweater.
His father thought suits f01'
a child a lot of damned foolishness.
On the evening of the Prom, a crisis occurred.
Ed caught up
with me in the shower to tell me about it.
"I don't have a tie to wear," he announced, breathlessly
and
tragically.
I was shocked again, and I thought back over the times I had
seen Ed dressed to go out to a show or to go home and realized, tllen
that I had never seen him wearin~ a tie. ~he situation was so od::!
that, for a moment, I could not bririg my mmd to bear on it. Wben
finally, my wits did return, I said: "VIell, you can wear one of mine::
"Gosh! Thanks!" he said and rushed away.
"But don't get the blue one with yellow dots," I called after him
When I had finished my bath and returned to our room, Ed wa~
gone and so was the blue tie with yellow dots. I had to W28.r a wi,De
one with red peacocks.
At the dance that evening, I didn't get t,
speak to Ed or meet the girl he was with, but I smiled encouragiWl;l;
once, as we sailed past him, and missed a step in the hot rumba ~\":,,
were doing. Ed was laboriously performing the box step. I drov~
home, after the dance, and did not hear the news until the followlnF
Monday.
,"
Marcia and the girl Ed had gone with were temporarily in disgrace because they had been several minutes late in getting b'lck to
their dormitory and had had to arouse the house mother who had
probably been waiting up to deal with the inevitable laggards.
Of
course, such tardiness was always made the butt of many jokes. Ed
was enjoying it immensely.
There had, he told me, also been a date
Saturday night and a picnic all day Sunday.
When I saw Elliot later, he confided: "Ed has made a killing."
"Good" was the only classic remark I could think of at the
moment.
After that, I saw very little of Ed. He was in and out of the
room, but more out than in. And I was trying to get myself organized
for a change of schools when the term ended two weeks later.
The
day I left, Ed said his farewells in the morning because he had to go
and help his girl get on the train to go home. He was, sensibly, staying at school during the week between terms.
Two weeks after I had left State, I had already discarded the
people I had known there and was thinking in terms of my new
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locale. And soon, new names and faces took up the empty places.
I was, therefore, very much surprised when I happened to meet Elliot
two months later. He was home on the week-end and we chanced to
meet on the street.
After we had talked for a time about what we were doing in
school and I had listed the differences I had found between State
and my new alma mater, I asked: "How is Ed-, Ed-; you know, my
roommate."
"Ed Wilson?" Elliot asked.
"You wouldn't know him. He's a
'Big Man On the Campus,' now. I've run into him several times this
semester and he has very condescendingly
spoken to me."
"Well, well," I said, "We have performed a miracle.
We have
changed a shrinking violet into climbing ivy."
We stood and laughed about it for a minute; then we parted.
As
I walked down the street, I chuckled to myself and tried to visualize
the new Ed. I might have felt guilty if I had not been so certain that
he was happier, now. We had, truly, performed a miracle, and we
had performed our miracle by giving him the only psychosis which
would over-power
the others and the only one which he did not
already possess, delusions of grandeur.

THE BALL

Roger Chittick

\

B. was very tired, alone and bewildered in the great city. How
he had corne to be in the center of the city he did not know, and his
futile searching to find a way out had worn him into a state of total
exhaustion.
He was too tired to go further, so he sat down on the
sidewalk and went to sleep.
He thought it rather strange, in the
short interval between the time he sat down and the time he went to
sleep, that nobody seemed to pay any attention to the fact that he was
there; in fact, the populace seemed to be entirely unconcerned
over
the fact that a man should be sleeping on the busy sidewalk at midday. The great masses of people surged past and seemed never to
notice the sleeping figure. It was as though such 211 occurrence was
so commonplace as to deserve no notice.
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B. slept on. The bright shimmering haze of day passed into t:l~
uncertainty of evening.
Lights were turned on and the street becanw
a strange phantasmagoria
of light 'and shadow.
Green and red neon.
signs flashed on and off, and their colors were reflected dimly on tD8
pavement; street lights splashed pools of light on the sidewalk, an:l
still B. slept,
Suddenly, he was awakened by a large man who was shaking
him roughly by the shoulders.
"So here you are," the man said.
"You were supposed to meet us under the Inarquee hours ago."
B. sprang quickly to his feet with a vague feeling (J"[ approhension. He was afraid that, perhaps, this man would think it strange
that he should be sleeping on the street and that he would become
angry with him. Evidently, the man had no such feeling, however,
for he said, "Hurry on now; we are late enough as it is. You were
supposed to have come in costume, you know, but it is too late for
that now. You'll just have to go as you are." So saying, the figure
turned and began walking away down the street at a fearful pace. B.
chased off after him wondering what in the world this was all about.
He could remember no appointment that he had made to meet anyon a,
anywhere that evening. He recalled that the man's voice had sounded
familiar, though for the life of him he couldn't quite place where he
had heard it before.
The figure turned off the main street and walked down a comparatively quiet side street for several blocks before he stopped quite
suddenly and turned to wait for B., who was still about fifty yards
behind.
He was standing in front of a theatre or hotel marquee of
some kind with the words "ballroom" and "dancing" spelled out with
yellow, glaring, incandescent bulbs in an arch above the cloor. As B.
walked up to him, he said, "Hurry, for heaven's sake. It is nearly
eleven now and we were supposed to have been here at nine."
"Well," said B., speaking for the first time, "if it is to be a costume
affair, I'll need a mask of some sort and I certainly have none with
me,"
The stranger looked at him increduously.
"Don't be silly.
Of
course, you have a mask; everybody has one. Look in your coat
pocket."
B., not wishing to argue, reached down in his pocket and,
to his great surprise, pulled out a white cloth mask with a blue and
red design painted on it. The stranger looked at him as he would
look at a little child that had just pulled some silly prank and said,
"All right. Now slip it on and let's go in."
As they entered the building, the man stopped and said, "I have
to cl:ange into my costume.
You go along upstairs, and I'll be with
you m a moment."
•
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"All right," B. replied, and then as he saw the stranger walking
the hall he called, "What kind of a costume will you be
wearing?"
However, the man had already entered a door about halfway
down the hall and B. received no answer.
"011 well," B. thought, "it
will be easy enough for him to recognize me as I have no costume."
So, without bothering to chase after him, B. started to walk up the
flight of wooden stairs.
They were hardly the type of stairs one
would expect to find going up to a ballroom, as they were old, narrow,
creaky, and the boards were broken and full of splinters.
In fact, B.
wondered if perhaps he had made a mistake and started up the wrong
Hight, though he could not remember
having seen any other when
he came in the door. When he came to the first floor, be looked down
the hall and noticed several doors opening into rooms which looked
exactly like the rooms he had seen in the east side tenement houses.
In the room closest to him, a woman was cooking and the penetrating
small of onions was wafted out the door to him. In the same room a
large, clark-complexi.onc:l
man with a moustache
sat reading
the
paper.
"Well," B. thought to himself, "quite obviously there is no
ballroom on this floor, so I may as well go on up."
B. ci.imbed up several more flights of stairs, all very similar to
the first, and then be reached what he assumed muse be the top floor,
or at 2J1.Y rate the stairs did not continue.
This floor seemerl to be
c-,ren more poorly lighted than the rest and B. got the feeling that it
was used as stor-age space rather than living quarters,
for he could
,;ee or hear no sign of anything to suggest that people lived here. As
be WOlS about to leave, he noticed a thin strip of Iight emanating from
a door abr.ut halfway down the hall.
He walked hesitatingly
dO'NJ1
the hall 8n'1 wondered whether he should try to find where the
ball was being held or go back arid see if he could find the man who
brought
him.
When he reached the door, he peeked around th(~
corner into the room. It was a long, narrow rccm and terribly cluttercel with newspapers, canning jars, and dirty clothes lying about ('11
the floor. In the middle of the room a woman was 'Noshing clothes
in a large tub. B. pushed the doc r a little further open. cleared hi',
throat. and beZHn, "I beg your pardon,
madam, but I'm looking
oIT down

for .... "
The 'VOJT12.n whlrled
around and looked
1;.l'ally here," she said, breaking his sentence off
1)8en looking for yru for hours."
She grobhed
P1111C:1 him toward the rear of t.he rc:om saying,
partv !s in full swing arid you'll have time Ior
we ·!J:).rna~;~r:
at midnight."
9

at him.

"8'), vou'ro
in the middle. "We've
him by the ann and
"Well. come on. The
several dances betore

The woman led B. down the length of the room and opened. a
large sliding door at the other end. As soon as the door was openeJ,
the sound of music, laughter, and loud talk burst upon his ears. He
entered the room and found himself on a balcony with a great crowd
of people overlooking a large dance floor, which was crowded with
people in an amazing variety of costumes.
"Everybody
has on a
costume," thought B. "Always before at masquerades
only abc,ut
half the people who came bothered to wear them." Everyone seerno j
to be completely costumed from head to toe and they were so well
made up that no one could possibly recognize anyone else. B., when
he stopped to think, could never actually remember having been to a
masquerade before, and yet, all this was very clear and familiar to
him. "How strange," he thought, "that I can't remember."
At that moment a girl dressed as a gypsy fortune-teller
ran un
the stairs and onto the balcony just behind him and interrUpted hi~
thoughts by asking him to dance with her. She led him down to th~
dance floor and as they danced, she whispered into his ear, "You
naughty boy. I've been waiting all evening to dance with you while
you have been hiding from me up there on the balcony."
"Oh," he said quite surprised, for he could not remember meetincr
any girls since his arrival in the city, "are you sure you haven't rn.~
mixed up with somebody else?"
"Of course not, silly," she said. "I'd know even if you were in lull
costume, but with nothing but that silly mask on, it is no trouble at
all recognizing you. Are you going to take me home?"
B",did not know quite what to say in answer to this question, but
he decided that, perhaps, as long as she had made the mistake of
thinking she knew him, he could at least make a pleasant evening out
of it. So he answered, "Of course, why not?"
At this juncture in the conversation,
however, B. was again
interrupted
by a girl in a brightly colored peasant costume who
grabbed him by the arm and blurted, "So, here you are, and dancing
with someone else when you promised only to dance with me." B.
judged from the tone of her voice that she was about to cry and he
was terribly bewildered.
Suddenly, however, she turned on the girl
in the gypsy costume and cried, "Man-stealer," and slapped her on the
face. The two girls began to fight viciously and a big crowd gathered
around them. B. decided that he had had enough of the whole thing
so he turned and fought his way back through the crowd 'until he got
out of the mass of people.
He dropped exhausted into one of the
chairs along the wall, and at that moment two policemen rushed into
the hall and started to break up the riot. "I hope they arrest them
both," thought B. "Then I'll be rid of them."
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At that moment, a girl dressed in a rabbit's costume sat down
beside him and said, "TIley will soon start playing the music again.
w ouid you dance with me'!"
"VI course," B. replied.
"I'd be glad to."
'·.fl.t any rate,"
B. thought to hirusert, "everyone
is certainly
fl'~endly enough."
.tI.S the music started
he swung out onto the floor with his new
partner.
::;b.e was easily the best dancer of them all and she cuddled
up S0 erose to him that 11e was rather glad to be rid of the otner two.
"I ve always wanted to dance with you," sne said, "but you never
seem to p ay any attention to me and I didn t know how to get you to
without asking you myself.
I hope you don't mind."
B. was getting to the point wnere nothing surpr'ized him too much
anymore so he replied, "Not at all. In Iact, I'm enjoying this very
much.'

"Thunk you," the girl said. "But, really, I'm getting terribly tireJ
an I hot. Let's go Gut on the terrace for awhile or I m sure I shall
be ill."
"L'd Le glad to," B. replied.
"It is stifling in here."
As they walked out CJn the terrace the girl suddenly turned tJ
Lim and said, '';1)0 you love me?"
"Well," B. replied, somewhat taken aback, "that is hard to say.
I just met you and I've never even seen your face because of that S:llY
rabbit costume."
"Then, Y0U don't love mo," she said dejectedly.
"Goodness," B. thought to himself, "they certain ly d ont waste
any time around here and yet it might be very pleasant to haw, a g;r~
about at times. Perhaps, I should tell her I do love her." So he said
al oud, "Yes, I guess I do love you."
Wi th a little cry the girl threw her arms around him and was
about to draw them both down on the sofa when the Iou.lspeakcr
blared, "It is now five minutes before midnight,
that h,telul hour
when we all unmask.
All couples congregate on the dance flour."
"'VVe'll have to go in for the unmasking,"
the girl said,
"It is
l'cqu£red."

"Who requires it,?" asked B.
wfi1e authorrties, (If course," replied tile g:l'J. "Hurry up, si.Iy, or
well be late."
As they walked
back into the hall, a t811 mun (l.ressr~c1as a
r""I:::g:clan was just climbing
up on the stage.
'V/'l~Cl1 he g,)t U;) !lC
turned and addressed the throng.
"When the clock strikes twelve,
Y:.-.;U ',vLll a'!J un-r.ask,"
he said. There \V2S an cdr ()f cxr.~ect8ncy j!1 tl!e
h:)lJ.
l'JC) cn~ ,'3:1)oke. D. 1l[~d a rDtllcr
hc)rriJying
fe81~:n,~ tl,~lat ::.;,:1"n211

thing terrible was going to happen; he felt sick at his stomach.
Then
a monstrous grandfather
clock, which had been standing along the
wall, began to chime the midnight
hour.
"Strange,"
thought B.,
"that I never noticed that clock before; it is making such a racket
now. I guess the music must have drowned it out earlier."
As the couple began to unmask, B. noticed a very curious thing_
their clothes seemed to be hanging on them completely limp-he
had
not noticed that before.
It was as though there was nobody inside
them. He looked down at the girl next to him and as she removed hel'
mask, B. could see that there was nothing behind it, nothing at at l:
she had been just the mask and nothing mo~'e. He grabbed hold of
her as though to retain her presence for awhile and found nothing in
his arms but a piece of fiimsy cloth with two long pink ears hangin'"
from the top. B. looked about th~ hall and. saw only costumes lYin~
on the fioor. He was all alone in the great ballroom.
Even the
orchestra was gone.

High and Inside
Clyde J. Steckel
Mike Barsen squirmed uneasily in his seat in the press box and
peered over onto the playing field, now nearly completely shrouded
by the shadows of the west grandstand and bleachers.
The game had
gone into extra innings, and there was apparently
little hope for an
immediat~ break in .the one-to-one .deadlock. Al Rosar was pitching
for the GIants, startmg the game with a won-lost record of eight and
thirteen for the 1948 season. But Mike Barsen, covering the game for
the Gazette, knew, perhaps better than anyone else in the stands, how
bitterly Al Rosar needed to win the game, for Mike had been in the
Giant dressing-room not over a week ago when Al Rosar had lost his
game with the Phils, and Mike had heard the conversation
between
Al Rosar and the young New York catcher, Tex Radcliffe.
Mike had
been standing in one corner of the locker room talking to the old man
when Al and Tex had come down the ramp and in the door from the
field. Mike wasn't able to see the men as they talked, but he was
close enough to hear the soft-spoken Texan.
"Well, AI, I guess that's the way it goes with any club. Some
days you win, and some days you lose."
There W2S a pause, and then Al replied, "Yeah, sure, Tex, I guess
so."
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There was another pause, and then Tex said, "1-1 guess if I'd
played 'em smarter they wouldn't have hit so well. The catcher's got
a big job, pickiri' the pitches they're not looking for or can't hit. 1
guess it's just 2 matter of experience.
Experience makes a big difference in any outfit."
"Yeah, look at me," Al replied, "-eighteen
years of experience,
and what have 1 got? A sore arm. Experience don't cure a sore arm.
Experience don't get the ball over the plate any faster, either.
1 had
more experience than any guy on the field today, and what did it get
me? Another loss in the win-lose tally marked
Al Rosar. That don't
speak so well for your damned experience, does it?"
"Sure, AI, but ... well, that's different.
You're, well, you're ... "
"I know. You might as well say it. Everybody else says it. Go
ahead. Call me an old man. A forty-year-old
pitcher is as old as
they come in this racket.
He's a has-been; he's all through.
He's
trying to compete with the young guys. That's what that half-baked
water-boy says that writes sports for the Gazette. What the hell does
he know about pitching?
Has he ever tried to lob a ball across the
plate with a sore arm?"
"You're not old, AI," said Tex. "Look at Satch Paige. Nobody
knows hew old he is; and he's one of the smartest in the American
League. Remember how Fat Freddie pitched the best game of his life
when he was forty-four?"
"Yeah, I know they're good. I'm good, too, stacked up against
some bush-leaguer, but they don't play bush-league ball in this circuit; they play hard and fast. Look at me, playing ball with you
young guys-me,
an old man." There was another pause, and then
Al went on, "A pitcher don't have much of a future when he gets my
age ....
What a record this season-AI
Rosar, won 8, lost 13. Don't
that look dandy stacked up against guys like Lemon, and SOlin, and
Spahn?"
"Sure, AI, they got you beat on percentage this season, but your
record when you were their age is just as good as theirs. When was
it, '36, or '37 when you ... "
"Yeah. \Vay back when you were in rompers, looking at pictures
of Carl Hubbell and Dizzy Dean. That was fine in those days. You
could pick your club and laugh at the rest of the world.
When a
pitcher gets my age, he's no longer a rare, popular article.
He's an
old, worn tire that gets thrown from one junk-yard to another.
At
the end of the years the guys up in the offices look at the record: Al
Rosal', won 8, lost 13. Then they say, 'We'll send him off to St. Joe
and get scme young guys on the way up.' That's the way you godcwn to the minors, then down to the farm. That's the hell of being
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a has-been.
You don't count any more, so you're just kicked and
scuffed around until they forget all about you. Then what have you
got? A coaching job, if you're lucky.
A little section in the record
books, if you're like most guys, and a whole lifetime to think. There's
nothing I'd rnther do than think."
There was another pause, and then Tex said, "Well, what the hell
AI, this was just one game. The season lasts two more weeks. You'li
get another chance.
The old man needs guys with plenty of eXDe i.,
ence when the chips are down.
Maybe he'll start you against t~
Cards next Monday."
e
"Another chance. Vlell, it's a cinch I couldn't do any Worse than
I did today."
Then Tex went to the shower , room, and Mike left the dre SSlUg
.
room to go back to the offices of the Gazette.
Now a week later, Al Rosar was working again on the rn
,
.,.
b
ld '
ound
and Mike Barsen, high up m the press
ox, cou n t help rememb
'
"
ti
th
f
.
ing something about a worn
Ire,
rown
rom. one Junk-Yard erto
another."
Down on the field, the game ha~ gone ~nto the last of the
thirteenth,
and the Giants had succeeded in loadmg the bases with
only one down. All that was needed :vas to get another man to first
base or to left a fly-ball out of the mfield.
When the third G·
.
ti
f
Al
lant
batter had bEen passed an d It came ime or
to bat, every
ld
i
1
hi
for
a
ni
expected that the old man wou
jer ~ im or a pinch hitter, but one
.
hiIS b at marge
. 1
. 1es over hiIS h ead. Maybe out
he came, swingmg
eire
th
old man had left Al in ~ecause he had the experience to judge th:
pitches and knew w~en It was a ~ood ?ne. At an~ rate, Al took his
stance in the batter s box, dug hIS Spikes firmly into the dirt
d
swung his bat a few times. The first effort on the part of the St. Loul
pitcher was in the dirt. Then the old man, coaching down at th·u~s
tugged at the :risor of. his cap twice-th~.
signal for a .squeeze p:~y:
Mike saw Al give a slight nod of recognition and set hImself for th
bunt. The pitcher received his sign, toed the rubber, and wound u e
The pitch came sizzling toward the plate, high and inside.
Mi~~
leaned forward in his seat in the press-box, and said, almost aUdibly
"Why the ... ," but before he could finish, there was a sickening crack'
and the ball ricocheted straight up into the air off Al Rosar's left
temple.
Al crumpled up beside the plate, ~nd the throng of players,
managers, and trainers swarmed around him, Everyone else in the
Polo Grounds had risen to his feet, peering anxiously down at the
knot of people around home plate, but Mike Barsen had a job to
perform, in spite of the sinking feeling in the pit of his stomach.
He
lifted the phone beside him, moistened his lips, and said, "Chief, Al
Rosar has just won his ninth ball game."
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First Flight
Marie Hammontree
. Two passengers were waiting in the airline office for the first
morning flight to Chicago. The limousine for the airport had not yet
arrived.
Outside it was just daylight.
The streets were quiet except
for the scurrying steps of an early worker and the clatter of an
occasional trolley.
"Going to Chicago?" asked the old man.
"Yes," replied the girl.
"So am 1. Ever been up before?"
"Yes."
"This is my first time." He paced up and down the office, stopping to finger a timetable on the counter.
"Say," he said to the clerk,
"how much longer before we leave?"
"About ten minutes," answered the clerk courteously.
"Two of
the passengers aren't here."
He sauntered outside. A policeman was standing on the corner.
The old man approached him. "Just getting off or starting to work?"
he inquired.
"Another hour, and I'll be finished," the cop answered.
"What
you doing up so early, dad?"
"I'm on my way to Chicago."
"Getting an early start, eh?" said the policeman.
"Got some business up there. I'm taking the first plane."
The cop edged away slowly. "Well, have a nice trip, dad!"
The limousine drew up, so the old man walked over to the driver.
"About ready to leave'!" he inquired.
"Not yet. I have to check the passenger list inside," said the
driver.
The old man followed him into the office and seated himself
beside the girl again.
"Ever hear of the Moody BibJe Institute?" he asked.
"I think so."
"That's where I'm going. Got an appointment at ten o'clock this
morning."
The girl remained silent, but he continued undaunted.
"You
going up on business or pleasure?"
"Business."
He looked at her inquiringly.
"Make the trip often?"
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"About once a week," she answered.
"What kind of business youin?"
"I have a dress shop."
"This your home?" the old· man continued.
"Yes."
"Mine, too. Lived here for sixty-three years."
The girl looked again at the magazine on her lap, but the old man
went on. "My wife died a couple of years ago. She never would let
me fly. Thought it was too dangerous."
"I think you'll like flying." She glanced again at the magazine:
"I just got a one-way ticket. Got plenty of time tomorrow, so I'm
taking the bus back. When you coming home?"
"This evening."
"He's ready now. Come on. They don't give you much time to
get out there."
. "We'll make it," said the girl.
They accompanied the driver out to the car. Another couple was
waiting by the limousine.
All four climbed in, and the old man
turned to the newcomers.
"You going to Chicago, too?"
"Yes," said the newcomers.
"This is my first time up. Sarah, that's my wife, never would let
me fly," said the old man. "She's dead now though. I always said,
'Sarah, the Lord'll take care of me. When my work is finished He'll
call me. And when He takes me, I'll be ready.'''
'
"That's right," agreed the newcomer.
"Live a good, clean life and you've got nothing to worry about I
always say," continued the old man.
'
Nobody answered. It was too early in the morning for philosophizing.
The driver pulled out a cigarette and lighted it as he settled back
in his seat. The old man turned to him, tapping him on the shoulder.
"I don't smoke, and I don't permit smoking in my presence," he said
imperiously.
"Please put out that cigarette."
An almost audible gasp emerged from his fellow passengers.
The
driver hesitated, took a final puff and silently tossed his cigarette out
the window. The old man went on, "Smoking is a sin. The Bible
says so."
The trip to the airport was finished without further discourse, the
old man apparently deeming it wise to allow time for his words of
wisdom to sink in.
He was the first to weigh in at the airport.
"Do you care for any
insurance?" asked the clerk at the desk.
"No, don't have anybody to leave it to. No use in me taking
insurance," he answered. He walked back and forth, however, beside
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the desk as the other passengers talked with the clerk, "Plane on
time?" he interrupted.
"It's here now ....
Do you wish insurance, madam?"
"Yes, :PO,OOO," replied the girl.
"How's the weather for flying today?" asked the old man.
"Fine, fine .....
And you, sir, do you and your wife wish insurance?"
"Not many people going up this early in the morning, are there?"
interjected the old man.
"Listen, pop, would you please go over there and sit down? I'm
finished with you. You'll be leaving from Gate 7 in five minutes ....
Yes, sir, did you say you wanted insurance?"
Subdued, the old man walked over to a row of empty seats and
sat down.
When the others had finished, he followed them out to
Gate 7. They stepped aside so that the old man might get on the
plane first. He located a single seat on the right toward the nose. A
double seat in the back was taken by the man and his wife. The
c.n.y place left for the girl was a seat opposite the old man.
The
light flashed for safety belts, and the girl helped the old man with his
so that when the steward checked, the old man was settled back like
a seasoned traveler, his safety belt so tight he could scarcely breathe.
He gazed intently from the window as the plane taxied across the
field in preparation for the take-off and gripped his seat as it gathered
momentum for the lifting.
He chewed his gum which the steward
had given him vigorously and turned to the girl as they left the
ground.
"VIe made it," he said. But a few moments later he whispered, "Do you think it's all right?
Seems like it's standing still up
here."
"It's O.K. It always feels that way," she answered.
"Look below,
you'll see we're moving."
The morning was clear and the riding smooth. The old man was
engrossed with watching below. In a short while the steward passed
around a paper saying they were over Lafayette and giving the altitude and speed.
The old man read it with interest.
"Good flying
weather,"
he commented
D.S he handed
the message back to the
s!.ewarcl..
Next they were over Chicago, and the warning lights flashed
orders to fasten safety belts. The old man had never loosened his,
but he tightened it another notch. The plane circled and descended.
As it slithered across the runway, the wings rocked and the passengers were swayed and jolted. The girl glanced at the old man. His
f'uce was white and set. "Nice trip," he said as they came to a stop.
"Yes," she answered, "if you like, I'll show you where to get your
bag."
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"You know," he swaggered as he undid his safety belt, "flying's
all right. 'I'hink I'll turn in my bus ticket and take a plane homn."

A Little Knowledge
Bill McCann
"... the smoke of the land went up as the smoke of a furnace."
Genesis 19:29.
Martha found it hard to realize that they had finally made it.
But there could be no doubt; directly ahead, Saint Peter was check_
ing the people into Heaven.
Without George she could have arrived centuries sooner. Thr~
big lummox had been stepped at nearly every Atonement Station to
report some past misdeed. She marveled that he could have crovvd 'I
so many small violations into a short life.
ec
She was jolted from her reverie by Saint Peter's voice: "Name?"
"Mr. and Mrs. George Abbot," her husband answered, "of th
planet Earth."
e
"And you left there when?"
"Why, we left there when everybody else did, when the atomic
bomb wiped out all life. We were victims of our own intelligence."
George said it almost proudly.
The amused look on Saint Peter's face made Martha uncom_
fortable. George always talked too much and said the wrong things.
He was still talking now:
"... science, transportation, communication, any field you can
think of. Right at the top, the peak, the zenith. Why, we had planes
faster than sound, energy taken from harnessed sunlight, transmis_
sion of-"
"You still haven't answered my question, Mr. Abbot. Just when
did you leave this planet of perfection?"
George was perplexed. "Why, I just told you. After thousands
of years building and improving, our civilization destroyed itself."
Martha was positive that Saint Peter winked at her. "Yes, Mr.
Abbot, but which time'?"
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Between Rounds
William T. Edwards
It was l'a~ning outside. Palmer could look out through the large
plate-glass wmdow at the front of the bar and see the rain slanting
down before headlights
that knifed through the dark.
He concentrated on his drink.
Good ni~h~ to ~e in a nice c~zy bar, he was thinking.
Bar is much
better when It IS miserable outside. Conversation comes easier ad'
1'nOreconfidential.
Feel warm inside your clothes.
n IS
He looked up into the big mirror behind the bar and along it
t:Jwards the front to see if Kilby was coming in yet. He did not se
his friend; so he looked back along the mirror for reflections of other
people he might know.
Seeing no acquaintance,
he turned to his
drink, finished it, and pushed the empty glass to the inside of the bar.
The bartender caught the motion and looked at him. He bobbed his
head slightly in the affirmative.
While he was waiting for the drink,
he looked back to the street.
A woman, holding her hat with one hand and leaning slightly
into the rain, hurried by the window.
Miserable weather.
Palmer
felt the hint of a chill on the flesh of his back. He raised his shoulders
sJmewhat, then lowered them. The movement of cloth on his back sent
a genuine shiver racing up to his scalp. Rotten outside. Cold rain
pouring down thl'ough_light in th~ stl'ee~. Rain, lights, and darkness.
He was thinking of a picture of a Iittle girl on a salt-box and a caption
that read, "When it rains, it pours." He was thinking that rain and
darkness could both occupy the same point in space. That was one
they had missed in Physics.
Hell, that was a rich one. In Physics,
they didn't say a word about rain in the night. They left that to poets.
Kilby would like that one. Kilby would think that was funny as all
get-out. Palmer had his hand up before his face trying to shield his
smile. He wanted to laugh out loud. He wanted to laugh scornfully
at Physics books that didn't say anything about rain-in-the-dark.
The bartender
set the drink before him, picked out the right
amount from the change on the bar, and thanked him. Palmer was
[).bout to S3.Y something, but Kilby had come up behind him and was
sneaking.
- "You know, fellow, they say things about people who drink by
themselves.
Mind if I join you to help you save face?"
Palmer turned half around on the stool to face Kilby.
He was
sr'.1iling widely.
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"When I drink with you, Kilby, I lose face. And speaking of
faces, I was just sitting here thinking of Rain-in-the-Face.
Do you
happen to know if he ever taught Physics?"
Kilby sat down on the stool next to his friend.
It was nice to see
Palmer.
It was nice to spend an evening talking to someone like
Palmer.
He had a good sense of humor. There was no need for a lot
of preliminary
small talk with him. Kilby thought that there was
probably something behind the question.
It would be interesting to
see where the conve rsation might lead.
"It's hard to say how much Physics he knew, but witness his
keenness in other fields. Now he was familiar with a very effective
cure for dandruff, for instance.
And, mind you, it was strictly Surgery-done
with the knife."
Palmer laughed at Kilby's image in the mirror.
He did not
laugh at the reply so much. The gag was an old one. He laughed
because he was glad to see Kilby.
He turned a little towards the
front window.
"N ow you are being facetious with me. Tell you what, Kilby,
you look out into the street and tell me what you see. Tell me What
you might add to what you see."
.
Kilby had laid his Chesterfields, li~hter,. and a. one dollar bill on
the bar. The bartender stopped opposite him, KIlby said, "Two of
his," nodding at the almost empty glass of his friend.
He looked out
into the street from which he had just come.
The lights from the movie across the street sparkled through
myriad falling raindrops, making it possible for the eye to catch th
slanting, downward motion of glistening rain. Kilby saw a taxi PUl~
in to the curb before the theater.
After a moment or two, a man
h~rried from the cab to the ticket window, made his purchase, and
disappeared through the door at the far end of the deep lobby. He
heard a horn sound from down the street, and farther away, SOmewhere to the south in the city, he heard the nearly inclUdible wailing
of sirens.
These sounds, he knew, were muted by many Pounds of
falling water between their source and his ear. He thought perhaps
it was raining all over America.
There would be rain beating on the
roofs of shacks in the Mississippi cotton fields. There would be rain
saturating the finger of light sent forth by a charging streamliner
on
the great plains.
On the shores of Puget Sound, there would be
thunder echoing through the forests and mud at the loggers camp.
In Alabama, red clay would wash down into the ugly, gaping Wounds
of betrayed earth.
And in the great cities?
In cities, rain Would
splatter on the barren cement of streets.
It would mute sounds of
things-things
like sirens.
It would even bring people to bars.
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,
'l'~le. bartender
picked up the dollar bill and dropped twenty
c,ents 111 Its place. Kilby heard people talking and music coming from
tne organ. He no longer saw the street. Palmer was warting for him
to speak. Both men faced forward and reached for filled glasses.
"I saw rain out there, Palmer.
Rain and a man. 1 saw it raining
on a Miocene swamp. 1 saw the Neanderthal walk into a cave to get
cut of the rain. It has been raining since time began."
Palmer was arranging and rearranging
a stack of coins with his
left hand. He seemed to be preoccupied with stacking them in some
geom.etl'ic pattern.
Then he addressed Kilby without looking up.
"Miocene? Neanderthal?
Talismanic names which scholars give
to the mist that obliterates
the "t" in time.
Since time began?
Words, Feeble arrows pointing to an infinitesimal parenthesis
in
eternity.
Those terms have for their essence the phantasmal, elusive,
swirling stuff of fevered dreams. But rain? But man? Begin there.
Where can w'~ go from there?
Why is there rain, and why is man?"
Kilby W::1~ not yet at the stage of intoxication where answers to
such questions are just beyond comprehension.
He drank deeply
from his glass and reached for a cigarette.
He had to pull the smoke
decrier than usual into his lungs to feel the satisfaction afforded by
tcb;.cc
He watched smoke twist up f'rom the end of the cigarette.
Fifty-two hundred degrees in a burning coal, separated from the
mouth by dry weed and thin paper.
Why is man? Why doesn't A
follow Z? Why isn't the alphabet circular?
Einstein says space is.
Parmenides says "What is" is. Why, hellsbells, maybe I is, maybe you
is, maybe we is, maybe they is. And there you have a regular conjugation of "to be," or better still "to is." Why is man?
He parried the question.
"First tell me this, Palmer.
Why do you ask? Why has man
always asked that same question?
Many believe that we exist for a
purpose, and that belief presupposes a creator who knows all, who
created us for the fulfillment of that purpose. Can you accept that?"
"Most of the time. But then I ask questions about my acceptance.
Do I accent it as an essential truth, or do I turn to it from oblivion,
f'rom the breathless darkness that begins where time stops?"
Kilby pondered his cigarette.
He knocked the ash off in a small
tray and watched the tiny cone of fire shrink inward to shield itself
beneath more gray ash. He saw the thin wisp of smoke lift up to be
amplified into billowing clouds above a flaming, stricken forest. No.
No, there was thunder and rain in tTle forest. Mud ankle-deep at the
logger's camp. There was ruin on wheat fields in the Dakotas.
Rain
falling on the black, rich soil of the corn belt. In the cities there was
rain washing the corrupted air, rain washing dirt from the streets.
"Then think about the rain, Palmer."
f).
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Outside it had stopped raining, and lights glistened brightly in
the night. Light sparkled for an instant from a thousand rain-jewels
un a passing car.
Palmer turned to look out at the street. He drew in his breath
slowly,
He was thinking how the air would be out there-clean,
cool ....
"Why yes, Kilby. The rain."

Daisy
Arnold H. Balk
Daisy was a very earnest worker. To Mrs. Dreger, who was out
of the house most of the day, all that mattered was that Daisy seeme 1
to get on with the baby, and so all was well with the world.
C
Daisy was nineteen years old and had never done this sort of
work before. She said she wanted to do it because she was interested
in nursing and had served as an aide during the war in one of the
local hospitals. She was not an attractive girl. That is, she wasn't
the type to draw whistles from drug store casanovas. She was of
average height and bony frame. She had an olive complexion and
green eyes overshadowed by unusually thick brows. Her hair was
dark brown and slightly kinky in texture. However, she had a beau·
and a very jealous one too. Whenever the boy friend, whose name
was Albert, came to help Daisy with the evening dishes, both Mr.
and Mrs. Dreger were forced to hear his declarations of undying
loyalty to her over and over until taking in a movie was suggested by
Mr. Dreger to his spouse, who was always in complete agreement.
It wasn't surprising to see that Daisy was loved. One may observe
this phenomenon on the street any day of the week and wonder at
how such pairs as these find attraction in one another. Daisy had no
visible attraction. She had a husky voice which many regard as a
sexy type, but this was marred by her unashamed abuse of the English language. Her speech was that of the typical New York shop
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. The weeks went b~ and all went as well as could be cxnected.
Daisy
fed the baby'.' on tIme cleac ne d th e 1.louse and cooked 3W)per
"
.
, for
the Drcgers, when they dined in.
'
•
Then the Christmas season arrivei,
and Peter, their eldest son,
came home. 11'He was mtroduced
to Daisy
iscd
t hr 11'
d t
' and
... a d VLe
.n.O'w 0 Idnc e
her, espec13 y m regal'
0 Albert.
Mr. Dreger knew his son very
welL Peter had better tasto tha t
.
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."
en 0 pursue DaISY, Mr. Dreger was
sure, but .DaIsy s reactIor: to Peter was another thing,
When she
was first Introduced to h im• ' her gree'}s: eey es f'.arr.ty lId
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an d s h e
seemed unusually grmnm~tlcal in her speech. Albert would no doubt
check up now and then, m the 8fternoons, and so the only thing to
do was keep Peter out of the house during those hours.
Peter was obstinate at first. He explained that he had a lot of
hornework to do and he needed the afternoons to do it in. His nights
would be devoted to nothing but social activities.
He suggested
throwing out Daisy and thereby ridding the house of Albert,
He
went on to say that if he couldn't enjoy his home, a small one at
that, then he might as well go back to school. He didn't come home
to hang around the corner drug store every afternoon for four or
five hours.
The only solution he could find to the problem was to
find someone older, preferably
in the neighborhood
of seventy, of
extraordinary
ugliness and completely devoid of sexual attraction
to muscle-bound
crate-pushers.
He was highly insulted that anyone would think his taste so poor that he would woo Daisy of the
OTeen eyes and practically same colored skin,
to
Daisy, on the other hand, felt quite differently about Peter.
He
was becoming more and more attractive to her every day. The girl's
mind, inspired by movie magazines and novels in which the heroine
rises from despondency to fame and fortune, finally saw the possibility of the realization of her dreams.
Mr. and Mrs. Dreger, unable to dissuade their son from remaining
in Albert's sight, saw their fears begin to materialize in Daisy's more
than necessary attentions to Peter, who, however, went about his
occupation in open rebuff to her. She would often bring the baby into
the living room where Peter was studying.
Another habit of Daisy's
was trying to engage Peter in conversation
while he studied.
The
subjects she chose for discussion ran from lurid medical cases she had
witnessed to boys she had dated, the last of which Peter had trouble
in distinguishing
from the first. She was always sure to let him
1
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know that she was very particular about what company she kept and
assured him that there was nothing permanent
in her relationship
with Albert.
Peter soon saw the wisdom of her father's words and moved his
studies downtown to the public library.
He did not do this through
fear of Albert, but through a craving for peace. He could not bear
Daisy's interminable patter any longer.
It was at this time that Albert began visiting Daisy in the afternoon. He had been suspicious ever since he heard of Peter's arrival.
Now, in the second week of Peter's stay, Albert decided to check up.
He knew about those rich men's sons and how they take advantage
of any pretty girl hired as a maid in their homes. He wasn't going to
let his fair Daisy be victimized by this college playboy.
What Albert
found on three consecutive occasions was a despondent and irritable
Daisy Who would give no reason for her condition.
Saturday night, the eve of Peter's departure,
came, and the
Dreger family were dining at home. Everyone was filled with anticipation of something pleasant to come. Peter was leaving the next
day, and soon everything would return to normal.
No one was more
anxious for the morning to come than Peter.
He was very warm to
Daisy now. He thanked her for each helping she offered him and
in general gave off a very amiable air.
Daisy went back into the kitchen and did not return until it was
time for dessert. She then came in with the pudding and put a dish
of it before Mrs. Dreger and then one in front of Mr. Dreger.
When she came to Peter she hesitated for a minute.
Then, holding firmly onto the bowl, she dashed the contents into his face. Mrs.
Dreger screamed.
Peter arose instantly from the tab!e, and face
bespattered with brownish ooze, reached for Dai.sy. She evaded his
grasp and proceeded to scratch and slap blindly.
Mr. Dreger, who
had slipped up from behind, finally pinned her against the wall and
held her until she became calm. He then released her, and, without
saying a word, she walked out into the kitchen, put cn her coat, and
left the house.
"Here let me wipe the pudding off your face," said Mrs. Dreger,
distractedly, as she picked up a napkin from the table.
"That's all right, Mother, I'll go into the bathroom and wash
it off."
All the tension of the preceding two weeks had finally come to
a head, exploded, and evaporated.
They now sat in the living room
and all was silent.
Then the baby began to cry.
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As a Driven Deer
F. King
Sitting among the gilt-legged chairs
With the remembered shatter of conversational
spears
Against conditioned shields,
I wait
And remark on the fact that the trees
Are being uprooted in Blight Street.
("WOl'ds and wind, wind and words.")
That face I met on the stair,
And that one I saw at the fir-line
(Unable to follow beyond.)
("Lura, we know not whither 'i'hOll guest; and
how can we know the way?")
The ones I met on the plateau
Take tea and smooth their discreet red coats.
Take tea and settle their long-used rifles
Against the gilt-legged tables.
("Behold, I send you forth as sheep
in the midst of wolves.")
Ah, but there is one who knows the snow drifts,
The one, near the window, in the soft tweed coat.
I approach, through the gathering needles of pine,
I approach and sense the world outside the shattered glass.
("Not as the world giveth, give I unto you")
I pause for rest
Under the snow flake shower of his words,
As a driven deer under a shaken bough,
Conscious only of his not being with the hunters.
("For we are saved by hope: but hope that is seen is not hope.")
Five o'clock enters the room by the window,
And he nods and agrees with me
That the time is now,
To scatter the cups and saucers with my hoofs,
To let the tea run brown
Over the smooth white, snow white
Contours of the floor.
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The Peace Wait
By F. King

.

.

Fire in the streets,
Gardens aflame,
Fear walks the side streets
Rounding the corner
And coming up the walk .

Sabers in the kitchens,
Hearthstones
deserted,
Hate turns the light out
Crossing the darkening room
And climbing into bed.

It almost rains, yet
Still it falters
Short of crackling bushes,
Still, above the moving
Undulating, flaming flowers.
It cannot recognize its need
Or purpose.

Blood on the gates,
Flagstones awash,
Terror walks the roof-tops,
Climbing down the chimneys
And crouching on the floor.
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The Flight of Daphne
F. King
Windborne, windswept, headlong the maiden
Came from the forest with gathering haste,
Rain-wreathod
and tem'-drenched, stumbling
Fled from the tall one, the following shape.

the maiden

Crossroads and hedgerows, friends of Apollo,
Gave not the shelter that offered relief,
Hillside and seaside were laughing at Daphne,
Calling and staying the hastening feet.
"Give up the freedom," murmured the gray doves,
Circling before her with menacing wind.
"Stop and look backward at golden Apollo,
Wait for the capture, the brightening
spring."
Wind borne and windswept, rooted, the maiden
Paused as the laurel began to entwine,
Leaf-blessed and root-saved, joyful the maiden
Waved in defl=nce at sunlit confines.

'The Vase
George Fullen

The woman silhouetted by the light behind the door
Calls voicelessly, reaches with her sense of self
To grasp the lover's retreating back.
Hands at elbows, she cradles her breasts,
Swallows the bitter tears.
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The lover steps gingerly over the crushed flowers
And the pieces of the broken vase to be ignored.
He ignores them and refuses to glance back at the silhouette.
He leaves; he is gone; he is lost.
But a day discounts the unexpected look, the harsh word,
The aloof withdrawal; and the lover returns,
Brings fresh flowers, offers the mended vase.
And the finished puzzle of the vase makes it more valuable
beforeShe must accept!

Exempli Gratia
George Fullen

A fool's a fool who cannot see
'Lhe message on the pure white page
Whose blankness may one day receive
The credo of the wisest sage.
Even the fool may there inscribe
Words of wisdom not his own:
The meaning or a shaft of light
Or of a papier-rnache cone.
But he's a fool who can decide
What best will fill the empty page
Unless it be a simple line,
For instance, "All the world's a stage .
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A Capital or a Comma Go
Tom Wagle
I plunk down one person
Sign him
Seal him
Grab his ankle
And with pad and stamp
Smack the Bursar's seal
Between his rolling eyes
Chin up-s-O Gibralter
Glassiness to that glorious day
Some years from now
With furrowed wisdomed brow
He sprightly charges forth
Da .. Da
Da .. Da
Da .....
To shake the world
With but a twitch to power
That awesome hour
When in his hand he grasps
A roll of:
Cheesecloth?
Tissue paper?
Soggy towel?
Oh no-a

diploma

He sweat
He studied
Worried
Might have cribbed-foul cheat
But now he has it
o it's his
Four years or more or less
Small price a guess
For parchment that testifies
To all the bearer must be wise
He has to be:
Doctor
Master
Bachelor
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Da ....

He pecked at foreign lang:1:~ge3
Vaporized his brains
But for all his pains
Ask him where a capital and a comma go
In his native tongue
He gulps
From behind the learned roll
Scrapes with learned grace
What will it be ... ?
A snatch from out the air?
An answer true and fair?
Or whisper
As a cannon shot disturbs
Stutter
sputter
A capital and a comma go'?
U .. u .. uh I don't know.

Sands Into Something
Tom Wagle
A wee bit after birth he observed:
Nothing
I was
lam
I will be
Nothing
I am as a grain of sand
If I blow the winds do not sigh
At the cross tracks blind eyes do not offer a transfer
Stretching
Endless
Immovable
Blowing in eddies
I can remain suchSand does not gossip
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But he thought:
I have
Arms
Legs
A body and brain
That. beg
An intellect.
I should have noticed
They are mine,
A ladder,
Should I choose to creep from this
To improve a condition at home
I'll swing my arms
Flex my fingers
Pick-up a knee
And try some intelligence
It seems I can be anything I choose
So easy
I rise a bit
Swaying from the desert floor
Into the pigless sty
My now used and bargain brain has crammed:
Rules
Religion
Arithmetic
Tolerance
A philosophy
The atom bomb
And more things than you would guess
That were pictured pretty in the catalogue
So easy
He continued
I am not sand any longer

No sir-ee
I am now a pea

o pea

'" '" '"

burst out from prison pod
You teeter and roll on the brink of a palm
Above the gardener's boots.
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What We Get From Reading Great Books
Frank W. Slupesky
FOREWORD
The term "Great Books" as used in this article refers in general
to the classics on the lists compiled by Robert Hutchins and Mortimer
Adler of the University of Chicago, Stringfellow Barr of St. John's
College, and John Erskine of Columbia University, with the exception
of the books which fall into the categories of the exact sciences and
belles-Iettres.
Those surviving this subtraction come under the broad
terms of philosophy and social science, and it is just these Great
Books which this article considers. - The Author.

*

*

*

Because of the publicity given to the Great Books movement,
many people have formed erroneous ideas about what the Great
Books offer. They feel that a reading of the Books will introduce
them to a marvelous clarity of mind and the true path to intellectual
satisfaction.
After mastering the Great Books, they believe they will
be able to sit back, relax, and admire themselves for knowing the
universe and everything in it as acting according to an unequivocal,
"true" principle.
Robert Hutchins, the vociferous leader of the Great Books movernent, states on page 66 of The Illig'her Learning in America, "Education implies teaching,
Teaching implies knowledge,
Knowledge is
truth. The truth is everywhere the same." From a further application
of these premises, I deduce that education consists of learning the
truth which is everywhere the same. Then on page 85, Hutchins says,
"We have then for general education a course of study consisting of
the greatest books of the western world .... " From this I further
deduce that this education, immutable truth, is to be extracted from a
comprehensive reading of the Great Books.
But, I ask, how can that be possible? How can a general reading
<If all or of most of the Great Books give U3 this truth which is everywhere the same? I do not deny the existence of objective truth, but
I do deny that the Great Books taken as a whole lead to its discovery.
Hovi can all of the Great Bocks teach us this one truth when there is
such widespread and violent disagreement among various books?
I
think that. anyone who begins reading the Great Books with the ideal
of finding one truth will soon be frustrated.
The following citations
are just a few of the disagreements among the greatest thinkers of all
ages,

....-

Hobbes reduced everything to matter while Spinoza claimed that
everything is both body and spirit, which are identical with nature
and God. For this philosophy Spinoza, who was born a Jew, was
repudiated and persecuted by orthodox Jews, who based their belief
on the Old Testament.
Berkeley said that reality exists in the realm of thought alone
while Hume denied the very reality of mind.
Hobbes (Leviathan) stated that all men are manifestly equal in
mind and body, but his predecessor, Aristotle, said that men are not
equal naturally; some are born for slavery, others for domination.
Robert Hutchins and John H. Newman, by giving metaphysics
such a celebrated position in higher education, disregard the antimetaphysical writing of Hume (Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding), Comte (Positive Philosophy),
and even perhaps Kant
(Prolegomena to Any Future Metaphysics).
However, the last three
me" would helve a difficult time persuading such present day thinkers
as Whitehead (Process and Reality), Santayana
(Realm of Essence
and Realm of I'ii:attel'), and Maritain (Degrees of Knowledge) that
metaphysics is invalid or non-existent.
These believers of metaphysics could summon the support of many famous philosophers of the
past: Plato Cl'imaeus, Parmenides, and the Sophist), Aristotle (Metaphysics), St. Thomas Aquinas (Being and Essence), Leibnitz (Discourse on Metaphysics),
Descartes
(Principles
of Philosophy),
Spinoza (Ethics), and Hegel (Phenomenology).
Epicurus advised people to enjoy life while they could, for the
next day they might be dead, while Zeno advised people to withstand
life while they could, for the· next day they might still be alive to
withstand more.
Hobbes, Marx, and the Federalists would all disagree on government. Hobbes wanted one leader who was above reproach; once a
contract had been made giving him the sole power of government, it
could never be broken. Marx suggested that citizens overthrow their
monarch by violence-an
idea most repugnant
to Hobbes.
The
Federalists, on the contrary, were interested neither in having an
irreproachable
monarch nor in an equal distribution
of economic
wealth, for American economy was to be built on free enterprise.
John Dewey favors the philosophy epitomized in the phrase,
"When in Rome do as the Romans do," while Joseph Butler, were he
still alive, would likely coin the phrase, "When in Rome do as all
mankind ought to do, regardless of local custom."
Hobbes dreaded the state of nature, but Rousseau thought that
perhaps it was not so dreadful to be freed from the chains which bind
civilized man.
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Bentham's Comment on the Commentaries is an attack on Blackstone's Commentaries on the Laws of England,
Rousseau (The Social Contract) said that, "of all societies, the
only one that is natural is the family."
Plato (Republic) would
hardly concur in this opinion, since the adults of his Ideal State were
to engage in communal breeding, the best men with the best women.
Then, at birth the child would be given to the state.
After such
mandatory
breeding,
the individuals
were free to cohabit with
whomever they desired.
Aristotle condemned dictatorship for a reason not unlike the reason Hobbes used to praise dictatorship-the
investiture of the common interest in one supreme individual.
It might succinctly be stated that Leibnitz was busy spiritualizing
the material while Hobbes was materializing the spiritual.
Montaigrie ("On Custom") showed that man acts relative to his
environment, while Newman ("Definition of a Gentleman") claimed
there is one objective standard by which a man should act.
Freedom in the Modern World shows how Jacques Maritain
would disagree with Marcus Aurelius' Meditations and Lucretius' On
the Nature o.I 'I'hings,
Kant's valuation of human reasoning power was different from
almost all previous thoughts on the same subject.
Leucippus and Democritus propounded a mechanical explanation
of the universe while Democritus' student, Anaxagoras, conceived an
all-knowing
Intelligence,
which maintained
order in the Universe.
An Athenian court found Anaxagoras guilty of impiety and only by
his hasty flight did he avoid the fatal consequences.
Plato (Gorgias) evoked serious criticism of the Sophists of whom
the most famous were Protagoras, Gor gias, Prodicus, and Hipp ias.
So, I ask the reader, how can Dr. Hutchins use these books, almost
everyone of which contradicts or opposes every other one, to convey
the teaching of truth which is everywhere the same? I see how a
certain group of the Great Books would serve in general one end or
one system of thought, but a belief resulting from a consideration of
the Great Books as a whole would be amorphous to say the least.
However, I do not mean to say that reading the Great Books is
without value.
The most brilliant minds of history are included in
the list and we must pay attention to them. But, I think the value we
derive is primarily
negative ....
negative in that we learn not
to adopt blindly one system because it is the first to come along or
because this or that book was written by a famous person. A general
reading of the Great Books will make us more cautious, discriminatmg, tolerant, and broad .. It will make us more aware of the social,
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Legally, perhaps, the Duke of Savoy was justified, since he could
dictate the religion of his subjects, according to the principle of
Cuius regio eius religio, which was established by the peace of
Augsburg in 1555. But Europe was tired of religious fanaticism; it
was only seven years since the Thirty Years War had ended. Charles
Emmanuel, apart from the moral questionableness of his position,
thus found himself the object of an unfavorable regard in almost
every court in Europe, except possibly in the Vatican and the
Escoria!.
Cromwell had taken upon himself the role of protector of the
protestants of Europe which Gustavus Adolphus had held until his
death in 1632. He was the most powerful and vigorous ruler England
had had since Elizabeth died, and his foreign policy had made the
Protectorate respected all over Europe. Consequently England took
the lead in remonstrating with the Duke of Savoy and urging the
protestant monarchs of Europe to take a like course. Letters were
sent to Charles Emmanuel and to Louis XIV, who were directly
involved, as well as to the prtnces and rulers of northern Europe.
Sir Samuel Morland was sent on a special mission to Turin, and
£ 38,000were collected in England to relieve the sufferers. Cromwell
himself gave £2,000 to this fund, and the money was entrusted to the
city of Geneva for dispersion. His Most Christian Majesty, or rather
Cardinal Mazarin, who had succeeded Richelieu as first minister of
France, hastily disavowed the whole sorry business, and it is quite
probable that this disavowal was sincere enough, since Mazarin had
continued Richelieu's policy of toleration. The Duke of Savoy, faced
with the disapproval of most of Europe, had to back down; and the
Vaudois were granted a precarious peace. Their worship, however,
was prohibited, a hostile garrison was quartered on them, and their
leaders were exiled.
The Latin Secretary for the Lord Protector, who drew up the
letters which Cromwell sent to Savoy, to France, to Switzerland, to
Holland, to Denmark, and to Sweden, was, of course, in the midst of
all this. Undoubtedly he read the dispatches from Geneva and Turin,
in which the cruelties were described. Since this was persecution of
protestants, and thus could not, like Cromwell's treatment of the
Irish, be condoned, he was, of course, horrified. The persecution was
inhuman, for one thing, and, for another, it was an attempt forcibly
to change men's religious convictions. And, when these convictions
were protestant convictions, Milton was a firm believer in freedom of
religious preference.
We have, then, his eighteenth sonnet, "On the Late Massacher in
Piemont." It gives poetic expression to what Milton had been writing
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political, economic, moral, and philosophic problems facing man, and
will offer us many different systems which might be applied to these
problems.

THE SETTING

OF MILTON'S

Quentin

EIGHTEENTH

SONNET

West

The Waldenses, or Vaudois, are adherents of the oldest protestant
heresy in Europe; it arose in 1170, taking its name from Peter 'Waldo,
a merchant of Lyons, in France, and spread into the mountain valleys
to the southwest of Turin, in the Duchy of Piedmont and Savoy,
where it exists to this day.
It, of course, was often subject to
persecution
by the Holy Office, since the Dukes of Piedmont and
Savoy were Roman Catholics.
It is interesting
to note, in passing,
that the last rnember of this family lost the throne of Italy only a few
years ago.
In 1487, Innocent
VIII issued a bull calling for the
extermination
of these heretics; but this crusade proved abortive, and
created such havoc that the Duke finally put a stop to it, and granted
a Iimited toleration.
For a while, at least, the Vaudois were let
alone; after all, crusades had gone out of fashion,
In 1530, these
simple peasants
sent representatives
to the leaders of heresy at
Geneva, and, after they had made a number of changes in their crude
and simple doctrines and practices, were absorbed into the general
current of religious revolt.
This was regrettable,
for, in 1650, the
Congregation
for the Propagation
of the Faith, who were charged
with stamping out heresy everywhere,
set up a local council in Turin,
and Charles Emmanuel II, Duke of Savoy, came under their influence.
In 1655, he ordered the reduction of the Vaudois to the limits of their
ancient territory,
and an army, made u» partly of troops of Lou's
XIV, and partly of Irish refugees, invaded their valleys during the
week of October 17, 1655. Unfortunately
the soldiers, and especially
the Irish, who had bitter memories of the horrible cruelty of Cromwell in 1650, when pr isoners had been slaughtered
by having their
skulls crushed by the butts of muskets, in order to save powder, were
savage, and the Vaudois were subjected to barbarities
which shocked
all Europe.
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to the courts of Europe in diplomatic Latin, and it gives expression to
his personal horror and anger.
There are three allusions in this piece to the Pope and Church;
one of them takes the form of what looks suspiciously like a pun,
when Milton refers to "the triple Tyrant."
The Pope, of course, is
the wearer of the triple tiara. Another allusion is the conventional
one, from the seventeenth chapter of the Book of Revelation, used
by protestant polemicists, who have called the Church "Babylon the
Great, the mether of Harlots and abominations of the Earth."
The
third allusion is to the idolatry of the Church, that worships "Stocks
and Stones." A leader of the Vaudois, Jean Leger, who was exiled
from Savoy after the persecutions, was responsible for the story of
the mother rolled "with Infant down the Rocks." But the sonnet is,
on the whole, an expression of personal feelings; as in the other
sonnets, there is none of the attempt to objectify and universalize a
personal feeling which has made "Lycidas" so very much more than
just a sentimental and melancholy effusion. In none of his mature
verse is Milton's own personality, his own feeling, his own thoughts,
so close to the surface as in his sonnets.
The unfortunate persecution of these simple, rather uncouth and
primitive peasants would most probably have been forgotten, along
with hundreds of other examples of fanaticism which had been the
cause of so many wars and so much bloodshed and so little decision
in Europe since the dawn of modern times, if it were not for this
splendid sonnet. After all, Europe had had enough of fanaticism, and
the religious zeal of such rulers as Cromwell and the Duke of Savoy
was no longer to disturb the peace of Europe.
Christianity has not
recovered from the reaction that these two centuries brought about;
and Cromwell and Charles Emmanuel, and Milton, in their onthusiasm for their conceptions of God, were, if only in that sense, men
of a time that was presently to be past. But this sonnet immortalizes
an aspect, perhaps only an insignificant aspect of that age; yet its
greatness lies less in its subject, which is hardly a universal one,
which is, in fact, little more than the angered outburst of a passing
moment, than in the splendour and rolling grandeur of its words.
Who can show a finer example of "emotion recollected in tranquillity?"
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AVENGE, 0 LORD

Tom Misch
When Milton wrote his great sonnet, "On the Late Massacre in
Piedmont," he had just been engaged in one of the most bitter COEtroversies
in his life.
In an anonymous pamphlet he had been
attacked as a "monster, ugly, huge, bereft of sight," and he answered
these charges in even more violent language.
After this bitterness
had passed, Milton brought forth the eloquent eighteenth sonnet,
believed by many critics to be his greatest.
Macaulay, in his essay on Milton, writes that "(Milton's) sonnets
are more or less striking according to the occasion which gave birth
to them are more or less interesting.
They are ...
dignified by a
sobriety and greatness of mind to which we know not where to
look for a parallel."
The noble and lofty spirit which animates Milton's best work is
certainly present in this excellent verse. Whatever technical defects
it may have in the strict forms of the sonnet are easily forgotten.
One needs only to read this sonnet aloud to realize Milton's achievement.
The power of the peem's sound is the power of music: the
deep rolling tones of organ music, similar to, yet more effective than
the appeal of "At a Solemn Music." The assonance of all the last
syllables of the first eight lines is not a defect; rather it enhances
their value.
For here, the long syllables of "bones," "cold," "old,"
"groans," and "soul" furnish a recurrent sound that is completely in
keeping with the full tone of the sonnet.
These tones augment
effectively the expression of the poet's passionate concern for the
Vaudois.
The recurrent
use of the long "0" throughout the poem
continuously
reveals the tones of supplication.
Milton's choice of image-producing
words in this sonnet deserves
special attention.
"Slaughtered
saints" may be qualified alliteration,
but it provokes an image that is at once powerful, terrible, and
demanding compassion.
The emotion is sustained in
. . . Their martyred blood and ashes sow
O'er all the Italian fields, ....
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again by the repetion of the long "0" in "sow" and "O'er."
Here the
sound in the verse is of primary importance.
Most adverse criticism of this sonnet seems to be directed at the
absence of a pause at the center-a
lack of contrast between what
should be the first and second part. This should occur (according to
- Hilaire Belloc") in the ninth line. Further Belloc believes that the
appeal of a sonnet should run in a crescendo: in this sonnet, the
emotion is sustained.
And Belloc maintains that this sonnet "dates."
It is no longer necessary to flee from the Babylonian woe (or Pope).
This critic does defend the slanted history of the sonnet when he
declares that "bad history makes good verse."
According to Matthew Arnold, the grand style occurs in poetry
when a noble nature, poetically gifted, treats with simplicity
or
severity a serious subject. Milton's "Avenge, 0 Lord, thy slaughtered
saints" is a sonnet in the grand style severe.
"Hilairie Bencc, Milton, New York, D. Appleton 1928, p. 213.

SONNET XVIII -

On the late lVIassacher in Piemont,

Avenge 0 Lord thy slaughter'd Saints, whose bones
Lie scattcr'd on the Alpine mountains cold,
Ev'n them who kept thy truth so pure of old
When all our fathers worship't Stocks and Stones,
Forget not: in thy book record their groanes
Who were thy Sheep and in their antie~t Fold
Slayn by the bloody Piemontese that roll'd
Mother with Infant down the Rocks. Their moans
The Vales reuoubl'd to the Hills, and they
To Heav'n, Their martyr'd blood and ashes sow
O're all th'Italian fields where still doth sway
The triple Tyrant: that from these may grow
A hunder'cl-fold, who having learnt thy way
Early mar fly the Babylonian woo
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by John Milton

A Comparison

nf Milton's

Infant"

and

'I'rcatment

of Death

"Marchiencss

Barbara

in "Death

of a F ~!r

of Winchestel'''

Sims

It is a tribute to Milton's genius to study his delicate line of
demarcation
between the treatment
of death in "Marchioness
of
Winchester"
and "Death of a Fair Infant."
In the latter poem,
Mi.lton imbues his work with a tone of comfort and hope-a
tone
which we do not find in the former poem. Of course, we must keep
in mind the fact that in "Death of a Fair Infant," Milton was emotionally connected with the deceased, and would naturally inject his
lines with a note of personal grief and sympathy for the bereaved.
Upon contemplating
Milton's lines, the reader is aware that his
treatment
of death is in perfect harmony with the subject.
There
are beautiful
allusions to light, somewhat
ethereal
figures, and
nowhere do we find ponderous passages of dark, black mourning
which would add a grimness totally out of keeping with the qualities
of fancy in this poem. He tells the lamenting mother that her loss is
a gift of God, and closes his poem on a rather enigmatic note of
promise.
In complete contrast with the treatment of the death of a child,
Milton's epitaph on the death of a regal lady expresses an unshakably
flat finality about death.
Here, Milton was almost completeb
detacfied from his subject and could write sincerely inspiring lines oz
poetry eulogizing his subject.
But, where other poets might have
written epitaphs of a coldly impersonal nature, Millon's lines radiate
a warmth of feeling immediately
discernible
to the reader.
It is
peculiarly characteristic
of Milton's style that, even in his youth, his
almost innate skill with words enabled him to suggest, by using a few
pituresque words, a whole series of images.
In a few well-chosen
words, we get a complete picture of the circumstances
surrounding
the death of the Marchioness.
In "Death of a Fair Infant," Milton
treats of death as a kindly sort of fairy, wafting the child's soul away
to Never-Never
Land, while death to the Marchioness is a grim,
abrupt cessation of life. Thus, we find that Milton wrote beautifully
harmonious treatments,
as well as exquisite lines of poetry.
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An Interpretation of the Musical Themes
In Thomas Mann's Magic Mountain
By George Coffin
In a symphonic literary work such as Thomas Mann's Magic
Mountain, the individual themes which interweave
to produce the
complex counterpoint
of the whole unit can hardly be sufficiently
treated in one essay. To avoid such confusion we shall, then, consider
only the musical themes and references as they parallel the personality development of Hans Castorp. Through this chronological presentation of references we may observe the evolution of character in
musical symbols carefully chosen to express the first simplicity and
final complexity of the novel's central character.
Upon Hans' arrival at the Berghof we find the first musical reference of the book in a hymn and a march (neither named) which are
played at the first Sunday concert.
Hans, at the time of his arrival,
is marked by a simplicity and naivete exhibited in his response to the
selections played by the visiting band. Both selections are in themselves uncomplicated, and our hero enjoys them on the level of the
purely physical in that they produce a pleasantly
narcotic effect.
Here we learn that he has always enjoyed music, although he has no
great insight into its meaning.
During the same early period of his
initiation into the mystic atmosphere,
the hermetic
entombment
of the sanatorium, there is a further and more powerful association
on the physical level of interpretation
when the playing of a waltz is
linked with the vulgarity of the Russian couple in the next room.
It is Settembrini who first points out the relationship
of music
with evil in his conversational
mention of a hymn to the Devil
(although the hymn is probably in poetic form alone) and later
attacks all music which does not lead to action as being "suspect."
The enjoyment of such music, the Italian declares, is devoid of reason, and, like the spiritual life presented later, leads to lassitude and
chaos.
The band concerts are a regular occurrence of the Borghof and
constitute a part of Hans' indoctrination.
During this era of development, the low level of his receptivity parallels his simplicity in philosophic views. The introduction of the piano rendition of the "Wedding March" from "Mid-Summer-Night's
Dream," by none too expert
a pianist and the same narcotic effect uoon Hans re-enforces
our
awareness of the physical level.
The songs that Hans sings while
walking alone are simple folk songs appropriate at this stage.
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At this particular point in the novel, the sub-plot of Hans' love
affair with Clavdia is introduced.
Although this affair is quite important to his development in that it introduces the influence of the
orient, and later develops into a spiritualized
relations:1ip, at this
particular time it is on the physical level of the sentimental ditties he
sings when thinking of Clavdia.
The first spark of the intellectual
level is presented in a concert scene when for the first time elevated
and almost beatified, Hans is happy to enjoy the music without the
distraction of Clavdia's presence.
There is a realization in this attitude that music is universal, and by his desire to reject the physical
from his enjoyment, he identifies himself with the universal.
Both
the elements of meditation
(spiritual)
arid reason (the intellectual
approach) emerge in his action.
By the time Hans undergoes his mystical experience in the snow,
the music in his vision has become almost entirely the subject of
intellectual enjoyment of tone symbols which, although they represent pleasure of the senses, are not enjoyed through sensual reaction.
The total personality
of Castorp is present in his selection of
phonograph records from the Berghof collection.
His identification
of self with Radames in Aida ("Tu-In
questa tomba") represents his
own rejection of duty for love and the preference for death over life.
In this aria he sees the vulgar horror of actual fact veiled by music,
art, and the human spirit. -The power of consolation in the concept
of the beauty of death indicates his clinging to the irrational.
The selection of "V Apres-midi d'un faun" is a reverting to the
physical in a desire for narcotic forgetfulness.
It is interesting to
note that the narrative of this symphonic poem (the faun waking in
the forest at dawn, who fails to recall. in any clarity the visit of the
nymphs on the previous afternoon) parallels Hans' actual state in
regard to his own mystical experience which he now retains as only
a vague memory.
Valentine's
Prayer
Intermezzo
from "Faust"
indicates Hans'
devotion to duty and religion.
It is this aria, a soldier's prayer upon
entering the field of honor, which forces his entrance into the supernatural because it recalls his soldierly cousin and produces the vision
of that cousin from which Hans withdraws in intellectual fear-the
triumph of reason over irrationality.
In the "Lindenbaum"
Hans forshadows
his final triumph
in
development.
In the lovely lines which begin, "Am Brunnen Val'
dem Tore ... " Hans recalls the world he has loved so deeply, the
sense of duty he has neglected, and his national pride.
Singing the
lines of this lied Hans, his emotions now tempered by reason and
his faith (now of the intellect in union with the supernatural)
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strengthened
by insight, makes his triumphant
exit to the fiat lands
below-his
exit from the hermetic experience
into the realms of
reason, duty, and the normal life.

THE RADIO

"GIVE
Joseph

AWAY" PROGRAM

)

A. O'Nan

Radio "give away" programs are those productions which oTer
some type of reward to a participant for his efforts on the program.
This person mayor may not be present at the actual broadcast.
This
type of program is of recent origin, but it is rapidly becoming one of
the more outstanding forms of radio entertainment.
The "give away" program is greeted differently
by various
individuals.
It is obvious that these programs are popular with the
majority of the listening audience.
The programs are toned so as to
appeal to the various levels' of intelligence.
All of these programs
do not reach the listener in the same way. Some of the programs like
"Information Please" and "Can You Top This" are characteristic
of
the type which require the participant to send in questions.
He is
then rewarded if his question is not correctly answered.
Most of these programs, however, fall under the classification of
those requiring active participation.
In this type of program the
participant gains by answering questions correctly.
Some examples
of this type are "Doctor I. Q.," "Break the Bank," and "Take It or
Leave It."
The most lavish among these programs are those like "Stop the
Music," "Sing It Again," and "Truth or Consequences"
which reach
their listeners via the telephone.
These programs give huge rewards
to the participant who gives the correct answer to the quertion asked.
Their very popular-ity with the listening audience makes these
programs unpopular with the actors in other radio programs.
Some
radio stars like Fred Allen have taken some sort of legal action
against these programs.
Nearly all other radio producti.ons have lost
listeners to the "give away" shows, and therefore their popularity
has decreased.
If only to protect themselves the other shows must
take some action against the "give away" program.
The "give away" programs are a valuable means of advertise ..
mont for the sponsors. They make the audience thoroughly conscious
of the sponsor's product by giving that product as a prize to the winning contestant.
Some programs even force the participant
tn buy
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the advertised product.
However, this practice is frowned upon by
most programs.
Not only do these programs serve to advertise the
sponsor's product; they also serve to advertise many other products
on the same program.
Any company which desires may derive
advertisement
by offering its product as a prize on one of these
programs.
Through a study of these points it can readily be seen that the
radio "give away" programs have a definite spot in radio today.
However, it must also be recognized that they are detrimental
tel
other radio programs, and as such should be toned down before
drastic action is taken against them.

The Berlin Currency Controversy
Earl Murphy
At present what is dubbed "The Cold War" has reached a particularly frigid state in the former German capital city of Berlin. Few
know just what the immediate cause of the Berlin Blockade really is,
and fewer still would understand it if they did, for it lies not in the
realm of political ideologies but rather in the realm of economics. It
is a dispute over the currency of which occupying power shall circulate in the Western sectors of that city.
This controversy resulted from the effort of the Anglo-American
occupation authorities to extend the currency reform, inaugurated in
the Western zones, to the Western sectors of Berlin and from the
effort of the Russians to resist such a move.
This was purely a
political calculation since, at the beginning of the currency reform,
Berlin was excluded at the behest of those economists who arranged
it, knowing that the circulation of such a currency in the heart of the
Russian zone would, through natural financial laws, ruin the economy
of that zone. This political calculation, itself, was the answer to the
reaction of the Eastern zone which had excluded the Western currency. This exclusion was due to the fact that the old currency, now
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useless in the West, began to flood the Eastern zone where it was
still valid.
The only solution possible was to exclude all bills of
credit emitted but obsolete in the Western zone, and to issue as
quickly as possible a new currency so that currency speculators could
not smuggle the excluded currency into that zone and strip it of its
goods. The Eastern zone might have accepted the new currency of
the Western zones as its own circulating medium except that the
Western currency was the product of economists in the Western zones,
was based on the economy of the Western zones, and was issued withGut the collaboration of the authorities of the Eastern zone.
cl.'tle Russians c.aim that this new currency, circulating
in the
midst of their zone, would undermine the general economy of their
zone and tried, first, to exclude it from Berlin and, second, to confine
it to the Western sectors after it was extended to them.
This required
a blockade.
The fact that the Anglo-American
authorities did not
issue the currency for use in Berlin at the beginning and that France,
since its extension to Berlin, has urged recall would seem to argue
that the economic foundations of the Russian policy are sound. After
all, since Berlin does its greatest business with the Eastern zone,
which surrounds
it, it is necessary that the city possess Eastern
currency in order to have any sort of sound economic life at all.
Even the United States, which has been the prime mover in the
extension of the currency reform to Berlin, recognized this fact when
it ordered all workers in their zone to be paid only twenty-five per
cent of their wages in the New Western Currency.
However, there
is a severe shortage of Eastern zonal currency in Berlin's Western
sectors because the exclusion of the Western currency
from the
markets of the Eastern zone prohibits the creation of a mutual backbg of exchange.
To add to the complications, the lack of an interzonal currency agreement prevents any other normal solution, Consequently the blockade continues.
Berlin's industry stagnates, and
the Cold ·War grows colder.
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I, Paul
Kent Mecum.
"Today, in geography we will study about
ducts of Italy are ... " It is I who should be
have spent many hours re-living the grandeur
famous world-traveler,
must sit here and listen
teacher.

Italy. The chief proteaching her. I, who
of Rome. I, Paul, the
to an old maid school

******
"I hear that Jones is going to build a new factory right here in
Pittsburgh."
Here, boy, empty my waste-basket.
Cheer up; even I,
the president of the company, was once just an office boy named Paul.
Send in one of my secretaries on your way out. Ah, here you are.
I have some minor memos. Have the captain of my blue yacht ready
to sail for the Mediterranean
Sea on the fifteenth.
Oh yes, I almost
forgot, tell Mr. Rockefeller that he may come to my office Monday at
ten o'clock. I may give him some business, if I like him.

* * * * * *
"Tonight
for her concluding
selection, Madame
Gluck will
sing . .."
Ah, Alma, it is so good to see you again.
I have my
carr-iage waiting.
Your friends will understand
why you did not
come when they learn that I was in town. It was so kind of you to
sing my old favorites.
I know. You are grateful for the start that I
gave you in music, but I like to help my friends.
The clatter of the
horse's hoofs brings back memories of our childhood romance, doesn't
it?
I am free. Here in New York City, I am free, but not for long.
They will come. They will try to find me. But I shall not be here.
I shall return to sunny Italy, to the blue of the Adriatic.
From there
on to new and more wondrous lands. Eternal freedom shall be mine:
I must travel in style. Shoes shined, new suit and, of course, a
red carnation.
Here, cabby! - I am so tried. - I slee», but I shall
not miss my train. - My train approaches.
I am ready.
And I shall elwell in the house of the Lord, forever.
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Justice
Patrick

J. Mahoney III

Two sharp knocks. Then the sound of hard h(,210retreating rapidly away from the solid oak paneled door. Expectancy. Rising from the
high-backed chair, Colt in hand, he walked slowly across the pitch
black room to the door. Silence.
As eons lapsed the seventeen jeweled Benrus on his left wrist
became strangely audible, pounding, pounding, pounding, bringing
unexpected
beads of perspiration
to that high cultured forehead.
quietly he removed the chained lug from the night latch, slid back
the bolt, and turned the knob counter-clockwise.
After two inches
of inward motion, the door halted, and he peered hungrily out into
the dark night. Nothingness.
With the darkness of the room behind him, he stepped aside and
flung the door open. No Tommy-gun blast from across the street: no
bomb thrown through the open door. Anxiety.
Gazing out into the three A. M. darkness, he saw nothing save an
obsolete gas lamp, which cast weird shadows on the tenement houses,
and made a poor attempt to illuminate the wet, cobblestoned street.
A prowling cat knocked the lid off a garbage can a few doors
away, and the round metal lid gave him a start as it rolled down the
tenement steps and out into the street.
Perplexed, he turned to close the door; a downward glance, a
gasp of breath
Tom-toms, bongos, cymbals, all the brassy,
screeching
clamor of a Faustian
opera and the weird, drunken
horrors of PO'O!
drove savagely through his tortured brain as he stared
wildly down. For there, at his feet, on a dainty, blue-white pillow,
was a HUMAN EAR!
Oxygen and the other seven gases came now in geysers, as sweat
and tears mingled in their downward path over flushed cheeks. With
the arrival of composure, he looked at the hideous talisman.
Reason returned slowly to him, and his powers of observation told him
that this now inanimate object once belonged to Harbison.
Harbison,
his companion in culture, his cohort in crime. Would he now be his
companion in death?
Shuddering
savagely, he re-closed and re-bolted the door, then
started pacing the filoor like a newly caged Bengal.
Hesitantly,
then heavily, he dropped into the big chair, and the Colt hung limp
and wet-handled
over the arm.
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He was a lonely man; he was a lost man. He knew the exhibition
of carving out there on his front stoop was the work of Angelo
Vantucci or one of his able associates.
That suave, debonair Ginny,
well dressed and with that sickening, stoic smile spread generously
over a dark olive face; Vantucci, the problem child of a wealthy
Genoese merchant; little Angelo, who, with an eye for fine art and the
knowledge of where to peddle any "borrowed" masterpieces he should
"co-r-, upon," to say nothing of his agility with the double-edge
Sicilian stiletto, afforded himself a very comfortable living indeed.
It would have been better, much better, to have split the "take"
three ways, but no, he had to let Harbison talk him into cutting
Vantucci out of the deal entirely.
Greed.
Remember?
They had
contacted the fence that Angelo had arranged,
and ignoring the
meeting at his apartment,
the two of them had split the hundred
grand two ways. Harbison left Grand Central for Washington, and
he had caught the midnight Greyhound for Bangor.
Since then he
had lived in constant fear. Was it worth it all?
Remember what Harbison had said when they had parted?
"I'd
like to see the Ginny's face when he finds out he's been crossed."
It
seemed like a big joke at the time; they both had laughed, but nov"
be failed to see any humor. Out there on the front stoop was all that
remained of Harbison; that small, pointed, anemic ear. The rest of
him was probably feeding the conger eels in the Potomac.
Walking to the mantle, he put the Colt down and poured himself
two swollen fingers of rye. The fiery liquid hit bottom, and he strode
to the side window as an automoblie came to a halt next door, As he
puIled the cord on the venetian blinds, the light from Kleebers Dairy
truck streamed into the room, forming a barred pattern on the door
to the kitchen.
"Lucetti," he thought, "rna king his morning run."
Suddenly the dull swish of a swing door told him he was not
alone. Whirling, his mouth dropped open, color was drained from
his face, and sweat immediately formed on his brow. For standing
there, back to the kitchen door, illuminated by the ribbed effect of
light through the venetian blinds, and pistol in hand, stood Angelo
Vantucci,
A hard knot formed in his throat as he realized his hopelessness.
The Colt, which he had carried for three long years for just such a
meeting, was fifteen feet away on the mantle.
He just stood there,
hands overhead, and the Ginny did the talking.
"Itsa been a long time, eh Cholly? You'n' Harbison were pretty
shrewd boys, huh Cholly? Well Cholly, I've got news for y8; you're
gcnna join Ilurbison, Tell Diablo Vantucci S8Y hello."
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'I'ell Diablo Cantucci say hello."
The Gabretta roared three times in it's 7.9 falsetto, and he was
dead before he hit the floor. As he pitched forward on his face, the
Ginny made his exit through the kitchen.
The pounding on the door increased in intensity.
"Mr. Farnsworth!
"Mr. Farnsworth,
it's me, Lucetti.
What's happened in there?
"Mr. Farnsworth!
"Mr. Farnsworth
"
Up and down the once darkened street, lights began popping on,
and curious heads began appearing out of opened windows. Across
town a siren began to scream in the night.

The Marigold
Cyrus Pierson

Jordan

'What is life that we should care,
Whether we did or did not dare?
Who is to say whether we be good or bad,
When this may happen tv an evil lad?
He died in the glade as the posse sought
The fortune in his hand, so dearly bought.
The vultures on his carrion feed,
His rotting flesh, so fertile to seed.
Marigolds grow upon his chest.
Verdant grass is his crest.
With pine boughs strewn at his feet,
The fog at night is his ghostly sheet.
With
What
How
What

spring the grass grows fresh.
portion once was human flesh?
much of him so still and cold,
part of him, the marigold?
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Arthur Guy Funkhouser, Portrait of a Doctor
Dave Berry
The wind blew across the glazed surface of the frozen lake, intent
upon entering a small cabin on the northern shore.
After circling
through the trees, glistening from the clean, white snow, the howling
messenger of Aeolus descended, sending a wintry blast of air through
a slightly opened window.
The tall, thin figure in the bed opened one eye cautiously, as if
half expecting to see the Viall torn away from the cabin.
Seeing it
still intact, he opened the other eye and blinked rapidly, wondering if
the wind was always that strong at eight o'clock in the morning.
He
struggled to a sitting position, fum bled on the chair near his bed for
a cigarette, lit it, and, disregarding
all rules for fire prevention, slid
cozrly back under the purple down quilt. As he watched the smoke
cud lazily around the room and vanish through an unplugged knothole, his mind was full of many thoughts-varied,
and all unimportc.nt, However, this morning had been the first in three months that
he had not been compelled to hop out of bed, literally "throw" on his
clothes, gulp down his black coffee (accompanied
by two vitamin
pills), crank up his blue Ford, and head toward the office. He was
surely entitled to a few moments of complete reverie and relaxation!
"Daddy, get up and make some pancakes; I'm half frozen and
cornplctey starved!"
This unexpected order jerked him back to the
realm of reality and to the figure of his daughter, Sally, clamping
uoisily through the doorway.
She sat down upon the edge of the bed,
and said excitedly, "Tom and I skated all the way down to the point,
r.nd I didn't fall once!"
Guy smiled and said that he would start breakfast as soon as he
dressed.
It seemed strange b him that his "little girl" was now a
junior in collcgs, and was "dating" a boy whose intentions seemed
quite serious.
Ee shook his head, as though making sure he was
awake, then rose from his bed to fulfill his promise.
Sally always
liked his pancukes: even his wife admitted that they were much
better than her "soggy tire patches."
Before entering the kitchen, he stopped by the fireplace to pour
t~le few remaining lumps of coal onto the smouldering
embers.
As
the yellow tongues of flame started to devour the black mineral, he
held his hands over the replenished
source of heat.
Suddenly he
thought of the fun he had last summer when he had built the fireplace, It wasn't a bad job, he thought, except for the chimney, which
he had finished after drinking a little too much beer. The top rows
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of bricks lcane.l s~jg~:.L:yto the nCJILh-Vlcst, but this really didn't mal;e
much difference!
"Guy, you've a wife to feed now too; so you'll have to make a
dcuole batch of pancakes!"
The cheerful order of his daughter was
now echoed by his wife, Betty, who carne over to his side and gent'y
slipped her arm around his waist.
Soon the skillet was sizzling hot, and the golden batter was
poured little by Ii tt.c into the hot grease to form bur mediumsized circles. The amateur cook smiled happily as tiny bubbles of air
rose quickly and evenly to the top of the pancakes; he hadn't made
his speclalties for so long he hadn't been sure how they would turn
out. Soon they were done, and he quickly took them to the table
where they disappeared
"like hot cakes."
He repeated
this rrocess six times, humming
to himself and
wondering how many more that glutton Tom could eat. There, he
thought, sits" boy whose appetite is actually as big as he says it is.
He always kidded Tom about his big appetite,
and was always
rewarded bYD. sheepish grin from the human stoker.
"Those were SU'JeI', Daddy. Will we have time to go sk~\ting again
before we leave for home?" quizzed his daughter, pushing her chair
back frorn the table with an air of complete satisfaction.
"Well if you hurry. Vle're going to leave in an hour or so," the
pancaker
maker replied.
Guy watched the two as they walked down to the luke, Tom with
his arm around Sally.
His wife noticed a far-away look in his eyes,
but said nothing.
"Betty, nr-xt summer we're going to rebuild the dock. Dave didn't
cross-nail those two-by-fours
the way I told him, and the ice has ripped the whole south side off the guides," complained
the chef.
"Don't blame him too much, Guy. He worked for three days
building it," soothed his wife, hiding a smile, for she knew as well as
he did that no one could be held responsible
for the damaged pier.
"Besides, didn't he put in all the plumbing?"
Her husband winced comically at this, for he had put in half of
the plumbing backwards,
and his nephew had been obliged to tear it
out and start the job from the beginning.
"All right, rub it in, rub it in!" laughed Guy, throwing a pillow at
his wife, who ducked expertly.
"Let's get things moving around
here; we Ieave in a half-hour!"

* * * * * * * * * *

"The doctor will see you now, Mrs. Simpson."
The voice of the
receptionist
floated in from the outer office. The chef (emeritus)
put
out his cigarette and rose to meet his patient.
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William
Nancy Hendricks
The gravel roads were just beginning to thaw on that early spring
day, and each step we took splashed mud at my boots. Some early
robins and some perennial sparrows were doing aerial acrobatics in
celebration of the new season. William's eyes, however, were not
following the birds' gyrations; nor were mine. While he was staring
thoughtfully
at the road, I was watching the attitude of his earswatching because his ears are often indicative of his thoughts.
At the
time, as though he were mildly tolerant of the situation, they were in
a reassuringly lax position, neither upright nor flat, but rather forming
two furred slingshot arms with his bay-brown head.
I was more apprehensive of his thoughts than usual because it
was spring.
Springtime plays strange tricks even on the aged; and
William, though advancing in age, has not yet reached complete
senility. At any other time of the year and even in his calm springtime moments, he is the soul of obedience, exhibiting only now and
then certain flourishes which are designed to impress me with the
remaining vestiges of his waning youth and vigor.
On our first
spring ride, however, things are different; there is an understanding
between us: William is to have his one fling at youth, to rid himself
of any excess spring energy or for morale's sake only-provided
he
can "get by with it." Once the deed is done, I do not punish him for it.
To carry out this grand climax to his spring debut, William would
never think 01 anything so obvious as simply trying to buck me off.
Our first sprir.g ride embodies mutual subtlety and artistry.
The
"Fling at youth" is likely to become tempered by the wisdom of age in
a credible, if violent, shy at an insignificant object, several hurtling
lunges on stiffened legs and a final wild dash preferab 'v down some
hitherto unexplored lane. Once this climax has been attempted and
at least partially completed (I can do little to avoid the inrtial stages),
William returns to his own level-headed self and so remains for the
rest of the summer.
This year's spring ride was continuing without incidence when
his left ear twitched, erected itself, and focused on a muddy lane
leading away from the road.
The very existence of the lane had
forewarned me, because William has an inexhaustible
curiosity about
lanes and loves suddenly to veer into an inviting one. I tugged on
the right rein. and the errant ear relapsed into boredom again.
That raised ear had meant that something like this was going on
in WilIiam's brain:
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"Hmmm, this L: a geed lane; nice mud to splash on her
clean boots. Wheres something I can shy at? Darn! She
caught me. But I can wait. I'll get her when she isn't thinking; that won't be hard. Just wait a while. Ho hum, wonder
where that cute sorrel filly is pastured this year .... "
The fact that I had nipped that plot in its beginning was no indication
that Wil liam Lad abandoned hope. The studied nonchalance of his
rhythmically
bobbing head and drooping ears made me more suspicious than I had been. I sneaked a better hold on the reins, and we
jogged on.
My mind wandered.
I thought of the numerous children who
had clambered atop William and clung happily to his crew-cut mane.
I thought of the looks of admiration that they had given him as they
twiddled his ears, siid cff his tail, and crawled beneath his sagging
tummy, An:l I remembered William himself, who outwardly endured
this, balanced en three legs while the fourth relaxed lazily from a
diagonal hip, eyes half-closed, lower lip dangling.
Inwardly, however, he enjoyed every minute of the loving, if sometimes rough,
attentions of his small admirers.
In this thoughtful mood I tailed to notice a small scrap of paper
which danced end over end across the road. I happened only to send
a cursory glance at William's ears and noted that they were standing
bolt upright.
Then he exploded!
His earsflatLened to his head, and
he bounced sideways across the road. He came down stiff-legged in
a ditch, snapping my head forward and bringing the saddle and me
into such violent contact that I knew the action had been premedit ..
ated. By the time I was again ensconced firmly in the saddle, this
having been achieved chiefly through the aid of the saddle horn, we
were careening madly down some strange lane. Despite the severe
backward push of the headwind that we were creating, William's ears
were painted heavenward
in supreme ecstasy.
I let him run until I
remembered
that he might burst a blood vessel. He turned around
without my direction, dropped his head and neck several degrees, and
started toward home.
I relaxed for the second time of the ride. The first time I had
done it with disastrous results, but I was safe now-safe
for another
year. Again I contemplated
William's ears. Now he was thinking:
"Boy, that was fun! Thought she could outsmart me?
Hah! Well, that's over for another year. Glad she didn't fall
off; I would've had to stop to see if she were all right. Now
along about July I'll shy at a dog or something to remind her
I'm not quite ready for the glue factory yet.
"Let's see: what was I thinking about before all the
excitement?
Oh, yes, that sorrel filly. Wonder where she ...."
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After Many a Summer Dies the Swan
J. E. Minnis
For a brilliant satire on humanity, I can think of no better author
to turn to than Aldous Huxley. His rhetoric is flawless, his characters
unbelievably typical, and his satire tinged with just the right amount
of reality to render it plausible.
Born in England, Mr. Huxley has
no more mercy on his own countrymen than he has on those of other
natronalitics.
His satire is universal and completely nonpartisan.
After Many a Summer Dies the Swan is the story of a West-coast
industrial magnate who fears nothing but death and worships no God
save his own desires.
Jo Stoyte, born in rags and risen to riches,
indulges himself in a cultural atmosphere
which he is completely
incapable of appreciating.
His very lack of feeling toward culture
causes him to build an enormous castle on the outskirts of Los Angeles
and fill it with objects of art from all over the world. He does this in
defiance of those people who are not blessed with riches but whose
minds are capable of higher attainment than his own.
Mr. Stoyte employs a middle-aged literary recluse from England,
Jeremy Pordage, to catalogue
the papers of a now extinct but
formerly prominent family of English peers.
He sets up a complete
laboratory of scientific research for one Dr. Obispo that the doctor
may search for some means of prolonging
life indefinitely.
The
doctor finally discovers the elixir but, with the use of it , certain comp lications arise which cause its practicality to be doubtful.
He allows
an old school mate to live on a small plot of ground in his domain
merely out of sentiment.
Mr. Propter is a retired professor and philosopher of sorts who makes it his business to try to better the living
conditions of the intinerant workers who harvest Mr. Stoy tc's orange
crop. Virginia Maunciple, an attractive young girl whom Mr. Stayte
discovered in the chorus line of a night-club, fills the duuble position
of daughter and mistress of the magnate.
Mr. Huxley's familiarity with every phase of the Fine Arts allows
him to see life through the eyes of two entirely different patrons of
those arts. His understanding
of the human elements in contemporDry America enables him to put on paper the words arid thoughts vi
the varied characters of whom he writes. Finally, his ability to satirize and philosophize permits him to interpret
the actions of these
people in an uncanny lifelike, if satirically exaggerated.
manner.
Af'tor lVia.uy a Summer nics the Swan is at once witty and seriGUS. It is Mr. Huxley's good fortune to be capable of being entertaining, amusing, and, at the same time, philosophically
instructive.
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The Last Ice Cube
Robert

Courtney

In the very darkest corner, behind the davenport, there sat a
little ice cube. Tears were dripping slowly, monotonously, hopelessly
from its block-shaped face. The eerie moonlight peeped around the
deserted room and revealed the most pitiful expression one could
ever witness en the face of an ice cube. And the reason? The little
ice cube was dying. Some careless reveler had flipped it out of a
glass in one horrifying fling, and there it lay, in a state of inertia,
awaiting the hideous death of an icc cube. Slowly, atom by atom, it
was disappearing.
What if this lonely, forgotten ice cube were the last one in the
world?
Let your imagination wander and realize what this world of
ours would be without the institution of the ice cube. Imagine drinking iceless cokes for the remainder of your life! The result would
probably be a complete breakdown of social life. The "Pole," "Parkmoor," and the "Tee Pee" would all be forced to close. Friends would
shun each other if offered iceless drinks.
On the serious side, thousands of people would be unemployed if there were to be no more ice
cubes. The invalid could no longer hear the cheery tinkle of fresh
ice water brought to his door. Nor could he feel the immense comfort and relief an ice pack can bring. Brothers and sisters would be
forced to find another way of teasing each other rather than dropping
ice cubes down backs. The special crunchy music of a jaw clamping
down on a defenseless ice cube would be lost to the world.
And
finally, the job of "who's going to empty the ice tray" would be forever forgotten!
It would be a hot world without ice!

Canadian Jargon
Mary Bertrand
After spending two summer vacations in the Lake of the Woods
area of Canada, I am beginning to understand the Canadian dialect.
Only those who have never been there would say that I am
exaggera ting,
The Canadian dialect is a combination of English, French, and
other European
elements-each
retaining
its own pronunciation.
Since all reading matter in the Dominion is printed in either French
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English, there are many things I do not understand.
My only
disastrous experience with the French language came about when I
tried to translate the directions on a box of pudding mixture. Needless to say, we did not eat the pudding.
This did not bother me nearly as much as the British pronunciation and synonyms for American words. Even in the wilderness,
crackers were soda biscuits, prunes were plums, jelly was jam, and
gasoline was petrol. Tea was the most popular beverage and was
served at any time, anywhere.
In addition to the English and French languages, the Canadians
have their own words which cause confusion among American tourists. For example, some people who were staying in a camp near ours
journeyed to town one evening with their two young children. The
next morning, I was told by one of the children that they had had
some "nips" in a restaurant
before returning
to camp. Naturally,
I
thought that the Canadian liquor laws were very lax. Two days later,
I discovered that "nips" were hamburger sandwiches.
While citing instances of Canadian jargon, I should also explain
that I was constantly made fun of because of my Hoosier accent. I
did not realize until then the marked differences in the pronunciation
of the English language. I am very glad that I am beginning to
understand
and speak the Canadian "language," because through it
I am beginning to understand the Canadian people.
01'
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Judgment

3asil J. Raymond

He stood
Within the saffroned hall,
Stood still;
S]!adowed on a mile high wall,
Alone
But for the silent infinite,
Curious
Whence carne the shining light.
A pause

Upon the stage of life,
A pain
With crimson bled away the strife
To earth;
Sf) passed the precious moment,
Left him
Wondering where it went.
Not man,
Not anything in the velvet fold,
Just him,
Net hungry heat nor numbing cold;
The wall
Whereon he saw his mortal image roll
Snoke soft
And said, "I am your immortal soul."
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On Movie Cliches *
Joe Dutton

Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

Q.

A.

Cecil C. de Cliche takes the stand.
You are a motion picture director, Mr. de Cliche?
Yes, I have directed many of the outstanding flickers from Hollywood.
I see. What type of motion picture is your favorite, Mr. de Cliche?
I find epics of the old West very thrilling.
But, of course, international intrignes, tuneful muiscals, powerful melodramas,
and
swashbuckling
tales of the sea also rank high with me.
What do you consider necessary
elements of a good motion
picture?
A good movie must have a star-studded
cast.
What is a star-studded
cast, Mr. de Cliche?
That is a cast with a versatile young actress and an adept actor
playing the leading roles.
Two exciting discoveries
or newcomers will help improve the appeal of the film.
Mr. de Cliche, can you tell us any other indispensible elements of
a good movie?
Yes, a well-woven plot is essential.
The plot can be made even
better if it is well-seasoned with spine-tingling
suspense, hilarious comedy, psychological moments, and torrid love scenes.
What reactions does a good film provoke in the public?
A good movie will win the critics' acclaim and will break all previous box-office records.
If it is of Academy Award calibre, the
film may even win the coveted Oscar.
But how does the ordinary person in an audience react?
If he is seeing a spark.ling comedy, the average movie-goer will
be rolling in the aisles. If it is a blood-curdling
honor film, he
surely will be sitting on the edge of his seat. If it is a tear-jerker,
the ladies will bring an extra handkerchief
and will be urged not
to tell their friends how the movie ends.
How does Hollywood
advertise
the motion
pictures,
Mr. de
Cliche?
First, W'2 send advance advertisements
to cities and towns all
over the United States.
These posters tell the public that th~~
}lo.rticubl' movie is the best thing to come to the screen in years.
In smaller print, the posters announce that the film is a million
dollar producti.on in Iavish technicolor.
Then we have a wor ld
premiere and personal appearance tours.
That usually does the
trick.
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Q.
A.

I see. New, Mr. de Cliche, will you give your opinion of the
motion picture industry as a whole?
The motion picture industry is a great American institution.
In
filmdom, both talent and beauty are common. An actor or actress
may rise to fame and see his name in lights, while others, equally
talented, may live and die in obscurity.
It is another of the
tragedies of human endeavor.
"Apologies to Frank Sullivan, author of "The Cliche Expert."
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